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Future of
Biomass Energy
in Asia
by Rashmi Gupta

S

ince the discovery of
fossil fuel (petrol/gasoline/diesel, etc.), several
micro-evolutions have happened in all aspects of life.
Many of today’s developed countries
owe their growth to energy resources
such as coal and oil. Most of the heavy
industries grew on the backbone of these
sources of energy and used it to build the
economy of their respective nations.
The developing countries too are going through these very stages, consuming
fossil fuels, and guzzling oil to sustain
their development. However, in today’s
scenario of expensive fossil fuel, they are
increasingly turning towards traditional
energy sources.

Understanding Biomass energy

Bio energy is defined as the energy
derived from energy resources (biomass)
that are biological as well as renewable.
Bio energy is unique in the sense that it
is convertible into two forms. One is as
direct heat and the second is conversion
into electricity for distribution to consumers. Additionally, these are convertible into transportable feedstock much
like coal for generating bio energy. Some
examples of solid biofuels are in the solid form such as fuel wood, wood pellets,
charcoal, and briquettes. Liquid biofuels
exist in the form of bioethanol as well as
biodiesel.

Sources for biomass energy

Biofuel source classification is three
tiered: agro-based fuel generation, woodbased fuel generation, and bio waste or
by-products generated within municipalities.

The use of biomass
in the present context

Biomass energy has vast appeal amongst
developed countries and is a popular alternative in developing countries. The
reasons for its wide spread acceptance is
because it is highly affordable and second,
it is renewable. However, the major thrust
on biomass is it has very little carbon footprint. When the entire world is engaged
in ensuring that carbon emissions are cut
down to minimum levels, this aspect of
biomass energy finds universal endorsements from consumers and environmentalists too.
Asia and China are the leading consumers of this energy. Around the Asia-Pacific
region, the TPES for combustible energy is
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close to 38 percent. In Southeast Asia, as
well as in China, the combustible energy
consumption is 15 percent and in South
Asia, it is only 14 percent.

Nature of wood fuel
consumption in Asian neighbors

Fuel wood, as well as charcoal, consumption in the Asia-Pacific region is at
41 percent or close to 787 million metric
tons of the entire world production of this
type of fuel. The reason for such high consumption is attributed to the high population – the world’s three most populous
countries (Indonesia, India and China)
belong to this region and the amount of
consumption of biofuel is reflected here.
Close to 60 percent of the populations of
these two countries reside in rural environments using combustible energy resources, mainly wood, as their traditional
source of energy.

Almost zero consumption
of wood as fuel by 2020

There is a noticeable trend in the pattern of wood fuel consumption. Increasing urbanization and migration away
from rural areas is leading to lower rates
of consumption of wood fuel. The emphasis in the municipalities is towards
charcoal, kerosene and liquefied petroleum gas. A very important aspect of the
Philippines energy resources utilization
is in the use of wood fuel. However, the
greatest consumer trend is fast changing
and migrating towards greener fuel alternatives like biomass energy. The consumption of wood fuel is almost going to

be insignificant in the next decade.

Biomass energy is a better
alternative to wood fuel

Biomass energy is going to be the energy source of the future regardless of the
economic development stage of the country adopting this alternative. The first
logical reason for using biomass as fuel
and other energy purposes is for its minimum emissions of greenhouse gases. It is,
therefore, an immediate personal contribution for the consumer of such energy
towards sustained environmental growth.
This again, is a double prong concept for
developed and developing countries. Biomass is simply the most affordable energy
alternative for developing countries with
the only other option being the inefficient
use of energy.
For developed nations, choosing biomass energy as an alternative is a strategic decision to buffer them from the market power that oil rich countries wield
from time to time. This will help them
in strengthening their energy supply as
well as lowering their dependancy on fossil fuels from other countries.
Two final driving forces for developed
countries to switch to biomass energy
have been the arbitrary price rise as well
as the disruptions in the supply of fossil
fuel.
Two-thirds of the global rural population lives in the Asia-pacific region and
their only affordable energy resource remains to be wood fuel; however, the emissions it produces like carbon monoxide,

Continued on Page 11
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Business Leader of the Month
Taesoo Yang, CEO SGI Korea

As for where we’re
going, it’s clearly
international, both
with respect to our
firm’s investment
and financing activities, as well as, most
importantly, the
business development of our portfolio companies.

BY STAFF REPORTER

Samho Green Investments (SGI) is the first and only venture capital firm in Korea focused on the
clean growth sector, including renewable energy, green and agricultural technologies. To date, SGI’s
three funds have focused on Korean cleantech investments. They are: the KOFC-SGI Green Industry Fund (primary LP: Korean
Finance Corporation) targeting renewable energy, energy efficiency and carbon emissions; the MIFAFF-SGI Green Growth Fund
(primary LP: Korean Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries) targeting renewable energy and eco-friendly Agritech;
and the Jeonnam Green Energy Fund (primary LPs: Jeonnam Provincial Government and the Korean Small & Medium Business
Administration) targeting renewable energy projects and companies in Jeonnam. SGI is currently raising an international fund,
which will focus on Southeast Asian investment opportunities.
Here are excerpts from the interview by the Asia-Pacific Business and Technology Report with Mr. Taesoo Yang, CEO of SGI Korea.

You are the leader in Korean
“green” investments. Can you
tell us a bit about how you began,
how you see yourself today, as
well as where you are going?
Well, Samho Green had the benefit of
timing. We entered this area four years
ago, prior to the Korean government’s
big push in green growth. We have, of
course, fully exploited the favorable financing environment and our first-mover
advantage, and as a result, I believe that
we have successfully created and guarded
a niche position for our firm. This leadership, however, is not based solely on being first. We are continually striving to be
the best, in our focused areas of expertise.
SGI is not an all-areas investment fund,
and as such, we have distinct advantages
in cleantech, including our recently announced partnership with the CleanTech
Group, the worldwide leader in cleantech
intelligence. In fact, they’re the ones who
coined the term, cleantech.
Our management team members have
an average of 15+ years experience in investment and risk management, and our
technical team has an average of 20+
years of experience in the green sector. It is SGI’s view that this technical diligence improves both deal
execution and post-investment controls and cost-management, so that
exits are facilitated efficiently. Finally, the technical team’s importance in providing engineering
and environmental services cannot be overemphasized. SGI also
includes dedicated incubation
and globalization teams that
assist portfolio companies in
overcoming the difficulties of
entrepreneurship and management with regard to their
outreach to international
markets.
As for where we’re going,
it’s clearly international,
both with respect to our firm’s
investment and financing activities, as well as, most importantly,
the business development of our portfolio companies. Korea is an export-driven economy, and this is true of cleantech
and greentech firms, as well. There are
limited opportunities for business and
growth within Korea, and it’s important
that our portfolio companies reach out
to markets beyond simply Korea.
10 | A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT

For Korea in particular, the
government has done a great
job in implementing a quite
aggressive”green growth” strategy. Do you see this continuing
in the future?

Absolutely. Climate change and the
need for clean and green technologies
aren’t going away! What’s happened now
in Korea is that these issues have been
raised to a national priority and integrated into our national economic strategies.
Green Growth is really about both of those
aspects: green and growth. The opportunity here is in addressing two of the most
vexing challenges facing the world today:
climate change and sustainable economic
growth. What we’ve recognized as a nation is that we can tackle both at once, as
solutions to the climate crisis can catalyze
the green growth that will be the foundation of long-term economic prosperity.
I see this as a significant and substantial
shift in Korea’s growth trajectory, with regard to both direction and magnitude, for
the long-term.

With regard to your own portfolio
investments, can you tell us how
you screen and select companies?
We have a two-stage process, focusing on technology and financial/
business aspects, respectively. Of course, these are
related and tend to overlap, but my point is that
we have a distinct view
on the importance of
technology, and with respect to green and clean
technologies, our knowhow and experience are
part of our competitive
advantage, vis-a-vis other
investors.
Once
a
preliminary
screening on technical and
other factors has been conducted, we initiate due diligence in earnest and generate
an internal report for presentation to our investment committee and final selection.
This sounds simple, and it is,
in a way: a lot of hard work and
effort goes into screening and
selection, so that the process
yields investment opportunities for which the risks are
reduced to the maximum
extent possible. You have
to understand that venture
capital is indeed a highrisk, high-return asset
class, and to the extent

that we can reduce risk while preserving
return potential, we create a better opportunity from inception. The market, technology and execution risks all remain, of
course, but again, if we invest our hard
work into due diligence prior to investment, we become more efficient at exploiting the investment opportunity, with
regard to that investee but also in general,
as a lot of learning occurs throughout this
process.
This is why specialization is our competitive advantage. As a result, our portfolio companies have green technologies
that are globally competitive. They are
expanding both their technology deployments and products to worldwide markets.
Their introductions can be seen on our
website: www.sgivc.com.

Are there specific areas within
cleantech or greentech that SGI
has a special interest in?
SGI’s areas of investment and management
experience are:
•
Cleantech
Commercialization
and Early-Stage Development,
including waste energy, battery
and fuel cell technologies, green
vehicles, energy efficiency, renewable energy, nanotechnology and
organic and printed electronics
(OPE),
•
Clean Infrastructure based on
Mature Technologies, including
waste to energy plants, bio-mass
plants, wind power facilities, solar
facilities, biofuel plants and green
buildings, and finally,
•
Eco-Friendly Agritech, including
eco-friendly pesticides and fertilizers, greenhouses and vertical
farms, agricultural water quality
projects, clean processing facilities,
cold-chain systems, plant growth
promotion, farming systems with
resource circulation and the restoration of contaminated lands.

Facts about Samho Green
Investments (SGI):
• Korea’s first venture capital fund to
have focused on green and clean technologies.
• Partnered with the CleanTech Group
(San Francisco) and VentureValuation
(Zurich).
• Currently manages three domestic
funds, and is in the process of forming
an international fund ($100 million),
in 2011.
• International fund planned to focus
on Southeast Asian investments in
clean and green technology deployment opportunities, as the Asia Cleantech Fund (ACT Fund).
• Domestic activities managed from
Seoul, and international out of Singapore. Mr. Hugo Choi is Managing Partner in Singapore (hugo@sgivc.com).
• Particularly interested in joint ventures or investment opportunities in
Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines.

What about your strategy?
Is there a particular approach
that differentiates you from
other funds?
SGI’s investment strategy is based on
origination and exit via extensive networks
and partnerships with public, private and
non-profit institutions, intensive research
and due diligence for selection and allocation and broad cleantech industry experience across the Asia-Pacific region, for execution and management through exit.
What’s different about SGI, perhaps, is
our recognition of the importance of gov-

ernment, whether in Korea or elsewhere,
in creating cleantech and greentech deployment opportunities. The regulatory
environment, as well as direct and indirect government supports, is particularly
important in this sector.
As a venture capital fund, we are dedicated to seeking out new opportunities
for extraordinary growth and profits for
our investors, via the identification of opportunities and the provision of services
that add value to our portfolio companies
from inception through exit.
In this, I would say that we are similar
to other funds, as this is what we are all
striving for: extraordinary growth through
extraordinary efforts!

Continued from Page 8

poly aromatic hydrocarbons as well as
formaldehyde, are known to cause several
health hazards including respiratory diseases, asthma, tuberculosis and some natal health complications.

Forecast for Bio energy

The Asia-Pacific region is home to half
the world’s population and energy resources remain the core of sustained development of this region. Hence, the thrust to
move away from the higher green house
gas emitting energy resources and find
the right mix of energy resource alternatives is the way to go for zero carbon footprints. Besides, better energy resource alternatives such as biomass energy, hydro
energy and wind energy can definitely be
explored for empowering the urban poor.
Urbanization is an essential stage of development in all societies and this is true
of the islands and innumerable small nations on the path of development.
Alternate energy sources will remain
the core strategy to achieve global carbon
emissions in 2050. These levels need to
match the same levels as in 2000 though
the demand for energy will have increased
substantially. By using multiple energy
resources, energy consumption becomes
efficient. This will also contribute to lowering the carbon intensity. Therefore, bio
energy will be a highly viable alternative
and will definitely contribute to the sustainable growth of the region. A-P
A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT | 11
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Online
Shopping
Scenario in the
APAC Region
By Vibhu Saxena

T

echnology drives almost all facets of our
lives. Apparently, there
is not one aspect of our
lives that technology has
not redefined with its Midas
touch.
From education, medical care, diagnostic
equipment to, of course, electronic gadgets
and telecommunications, technology continues to make paradigm shifts almost on
a daily basis. Technology has changed the
very concept of shopping, and software service providers and application developers
have continuously offered innovative and
exciting opportunities for those tuned into
the online services format to migrate to online shopping.

Features of online shopping
Tomasz Bidermann | Dreamstime.com

Carrefour
Enters the
Indian Market
By Anuradha Shukla

C

arrefour, the French
based company and
the world’s second
largest retailer, has now
entered the Indian retail
market.
This retailer has a capital of 97.24 billion euros. Carrefour entered the Indian
market with the help of a franchisee route,
using its Hypermarket. They opened their
first cash and carry store in New Delhi on
December 30, 2010. This store is located
in east Delhi, at Seelampur Metro Mall
which was developed by the Parsvanath
Developers.
Carrefour’s CEO Lars Olofsson was glad
to explain the media that the opening of
their first store is simply the beginning
and they will shortly create many other
similar cash and carry stores in India.
The purpose behind Carrefour’s first
cash and carry wholesale store is to properly understand the needs of the Indian
retail market and then expand their other
12 | A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT

business formats.
The Carrefour’s wholesale store cash is
spread over an area of about 5,200 square
meters and has a capacity to stock 10,000
units catering to businesses like restaurants, local retailers, institutions and professional business people.
At present, India allows only 51 percent of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) by
a single brand in the retail segment, but
100 percent FDI is allowed in this cash
and carry segment. Thus, this segment of
the market is the only part which foreign
investors can have the authority to build
up a sole entity in India. This clearly indicates the government’s hesitance in allowing FDI, but that it is unable to stop
the foreign investors from taking a slice
of India’s retail sector.
Carrefour was in the news recently
because of its plans for entering into the
country’s multi-brand retailing market
with the help of a joint venture with one
of India’s largest retail companies, Future
Group. Both of these groups are considered to have reached an advanced stage of
discussion.
As per the Indian retail laws, the multibrand retailers, like Carrefour, are only allowed to operate their whole-sale outlets
and give back-end support to local operators.
Sources even say that the Carrefour
Group has already signed an all exclusive
franchise agreement with the Landmark
Group to build up hypermarkets in the
country. The Landmark Group is a big
group with a capital of $500 million. The
hypermarkets set up by the duo will sell

As per the Indian
retail laws, the
multi-brand retailers, like Carrefour,
are only allowed to
operate their wholesale outlets and give
back-end support to
local operators.
a huge array of products like FMCG, food
and grocery, electronics and apparel.
Around 58 percent of the revenue generated by several retail outlets worldwide
is occupied by hypermarkets. Carrefour already has its franchise model in countries
like Spain, Dubai, Belgium and France.
Carrefour operates in five formats all
over the world; however, it wants to invest
in hypermarkets within India because it
is the only segment which is completely
absent in the Indian retail segment. This
is because supermarkets and convenience
stores dominate the retail market. A-P

Online shopping is essentially done at
two levels. Mobile online shopping is at
the mirco level. The most common and
fast adapting online shopping applications
are developed for mobile-driven shopping.
Smartphone technology and other midsectoral electronic media like the tablets,
PDAs and others are driving better views
and access to millions of online stores and
web shops that stock, sell or resell billions
of items a shopper would never have been
able to see during a routine traditional
shopping spree.
Online shopping at the macro level is
usually done on Wi-Fi mode. Wi-Fi is a very
important factor that has made online
shopping so compulsive. The pervasive connectivity that Wi-FI offers in malls, university campuses or on transit buses is creating
new instances for shopping online. This is
fast converting consumers who would normally dither before making a purchase to
take the plunge and shop online. Web analytics reveal that the Asia Pacific region is
setting the global trends for shopping online.

Why is online shopping gaining
high popularity amongst the
APAC regions?

There are unlimited advantages to online
shopping, but when viewed in the context
of the region, the easy and quick acceptance
of the online format is not truly surprising.
As a matter of fact, there are more High
Net Worth consumers within China than
the whole of Europe put together. The reasons for this surprising consumerism are attributed to several socio-economic reasons
including high disposable incomes and
greater focus on status and reflection of the
private label of all consumer goods.

Szefei | Dreamstime.com

The traditional mindset of the region towards shopping can be divided into two sectors. The first set of shoppers are those who
shop for the essentials. This is the innate
cultural ethos of the region and there is a
large focus on savings for the future. This
is fundamentally half of the population of
these regions. The second set of shoppers
is the upwardly mobile middle–income
consumers who aspire to and follow all the
trends and values of the high-income class.
This is the most vulnerable and at the same
time the highest subscriber group of online
shopping.
Most online shoppers are people who
shop by brand worthiness. Since most online deals have something to offer, such as a
discount or that exclusivity that such shoppers seek, online shopping goes beyond being a high glamour quotient - it becomes a
convenience. The reasons for this transition
are largely attributed to the reach of technology in introducing faster, more secure and
highly adaptable business processes that
deliver better services. Therefore, availability of packaged groceries at hypermarkets
has drawn the lower middle-income group
to shop online. Today, a schoolteacher from

suburban areas of Bangkok or Shanghai can
now shop or place an order while on her
way to school or work area with the latest
Smartphone or from the train that is Wi-Fi
enabled. The core of online shopping is the
constant customization.
This is essentially offered through the
software applications that are so engineered
that the online purchaser has seamless services, from secure and safe websites, for better shopping experiences in virtual contexts.
Customization is essential for there are millions of goods and services available online
and the sellers need to be top ranked whenever a consumer ‘Googles’ for a product or a
service. This is again possible because of the
technology and social media networking
posts that will trend a product and advertise
on the availability at an online shop. Japan
leads the global mobile shopping sector due
to the existing infrastructure for fast and innovative delivery of technology customized
for personal consumption.

Factors that influence the online
shopping format in the region

Today shopping has moved beyond plastic
card swiping to something more innovative
A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT | 13
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and sophisticated. You can now shop anytime, anywhere. All you need is a secured
internet connection when you want to shop
and a PCI compliant web-shop to max out
your card. Online shoppers need to be aware
that there is an international body of payment card issuers like MasterCard, Visa etc.,
who have grouped together to prevent payment cards from being compromised at the
merchants’ end. Any merchant who stores
payment card details has to comply with the
security standards set by the card industry.
When any merchant is non-compliant, then
in the event of any fraud, the individual
merchant bears the responsibilty to compensate the aggrieved party.
There is decadal change in shopping formats thanks to the spurt in the growth of
hypermarkets predominantly in urban
areas. In China, one-third of packaged
grocery sales are attributed to the robust modern trading channel. The statistics are self-revealing. Beijing sees
nearly half, its population (45 percent)
buying from hypermarkets, and about
three quarters of Shanghai consumers are
already shopping online. The Korean figures are similar too with the modern trade
avenue close to 31 percent of all trade.
However, there is one negative development amongst the so many advantages of
online shopping. The small ‘mom and pop’
stores in the region are slowly going out of
business and there is no immediate solution to rehabilitate them.

Trends in global online shopping
versus trends in APAC region

Though the rest of the world showed consumers cutting back on spending, some of
the countries of the APAC region, such as
India and Vietnam, showed a surprising rise
in sales values to the tune of 15 percent in
comparison to the rest of the world. Perhaps
only China reflected the signs of the global
recession by showing a stagnated growth

$2 Billion
to Avoid
Pillion Ride
by Rajani Baburajan

T

he Munjals of the
Hero Group took 26
years to get out of
their joint venture with
Honda Motors of Japan.
To go solo in the two-wheeler business,
the Hero Group will pay around $2 billion
to Honda to buy out the latter’s 26 percent
stake. The strategy for both companies is
clear: ride solo.
This is the last motorcycle tie-up with a
Japanese major to be broken. In the 1980s,
Indian business houses started exploring
tie-ups with foreign companies primarily
to get technology know-how. The market
expanded and they are now in a position
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rate of 3 percent in the previous
quarter. Additionally, there appears to be sectoral growth of close
to 11 percent in this year.
In the global markets, the move is
towards online portals, while in the AsiaPacific regions there is an equal mix of traditional or wet markets for fresh produce,
followed by the online format for lifestyle
products, clothing and electronic goods.
There is another feature that is fast establishing a foothold in the industry. The
change is in the spurt of shopping spaces
that are essentially larger than the mom
and pop stores, but are much smaller than
the massive football-sized malls with their
to handle their own technology innovation and marketing. The ambition to take
on MNC auto makers has encouraged
them to go for a solo ride.
The other tie-ups with Japanese companies include – Escorts with Yamaha, TVS
with Suzuki, and Bajaj with Kawasaki.
All these associations did not last long,
though foreign brands were known for
quality and services. These foreign brands
ended their solo domestic journey due to
differences with domestic partners.
Hero Honda is claiming that it’s the
“the world’s single largest two-wheeler
manufacturer.” Analysts predict that Hero’s ride without the foreign partners will
not face hurdles in India, the second fastest growing economy in the world after
China. Though the possible split had been
making rounds for some time, negotiations on the valuation of the 26 percent
stake took time in order to ink the deal.
Brand Hero Honda will not disappear
from Indian roads for the time being. The
Hero Group will be permitted to use the
Honda brand for sometime, but the brand
name will eventually have to change.
The Munjals will ensure that they will
be launching a few more Honda models
– until 2014 -- under a new licensing ar-

multiple food courts and cuisine. This format became popular with the increase in
the Family Mart and Circle K convenience
stores. These are proving to be very convenient and unique in Indonesia. Several local chains are spearheading the transition
to the online format. In fact, the number of
sales in this sector is close to twenty percent
of this mode of shopping.
In the global market, one other trending online feature is the concept of private
label. There has been a tremendous expansion in this niche and consumers are looking to following the same trend in the post
recession period too, for greater profitability. However, Asia and the surrounding areas
are far from appreciating such goods with
private labels. Perhaps only in Hong Kong
is the concept of goods with private labels
sales trending at about five percent of total
sales.
The concept is in direct competition to
the established brands. Retailers have been
making substantial investments to transit
into the sales of private labels. However,
this is still in the gestational phase. This is
essentially because the local labels
need to establish themselves in
terms of quality, cost and performance.

Future scenario
of online shopping
in the Asia-Pacific
region

A few trends that are purely
specific to the region are the increasing
role of the male as a shopper. Traditionally,
shopping has been a predominantly female
pastime. This is changing and statistics now
speak of more than 22 percent of men being involved in buying groceries for their
homes. In Korea, this figure changes, with 11
percent of men being in charge of household

Continued on Page 18

rangement that the boards of the two
companies approved recently. The Munjals will pay royalties to the Japanese auto
major. “We hope to continue our expansion plan even after the new agreement”
Pawan Munjal, Managing Director and
CEO of Hero Honda, said.
Following the breakup, the Munjals
will have the freedom to export to other
markets. In the eight months up to November, Hero Honda had registered sales
of 3.36 million vehicles.
India is a key market for Honda. Honda
Motors has already invested Rs.800 crore
in its two-wheeler plant at Manesar, Haryana. Honda Motorcycles and Scooters India (HMSI) — the wholly owned subsidiary
of Honda Motors — hopes to produce 1.6
million two wheelers this fiscal year.
Honda Motors sold 1.03 million vehicles
in India as of November. In March, Honda
said it would invest $99 million to build
a second motorcycle plant in India with
a production capacity of 600,000 units a
year and start production in the second
half of 2011.
The India growth story is going strong.
Industry will see the emergence of a strong
domestic market and domestic players in
years to come. A-P

India-Taiwan
Trade and
Technology
Collaboration
by Shamila Janakiraman

T

he India-Taiwan relationship will benefit a
lot with direct flights
between the two countries,
believes Taipei Economic
and Cultural Centre Representative, Wenchyi Ong.
This will not only enhance trade and
investments between the two countries,
it will also build the people-to-people interface. He is right; in order to have long
standing sustainable relations, it is more
important to have good interpersonal relations that are built on trust.
In this count, India and Taiwan seem to
be heading the right way taking into consideration several new joint projects. The
partners are expected to increase bilateral
trade to the tune of $10 billion by 2015,
leveraging capabilities in food processing,
information and communication technology and electrical engineering collabora-

tions. Bilateral trade will reach $6 billion
in 2010 itself.

India-Taiwan Links
Indo-Taiwan cooperation dates back
to 1973 when Taiwan bought 132 train
coaches from India, 38 of which are still
running, according to Director-General
Frank Fan of the Taiwan Railways Administration (TRA).
At an exhibition showcasing the Indian
railway system held at the Taipei Train
Station, Fan said that the coaches from
India, upholstered in blue leather, are
“important relics” in Taiwan’s railway history. Taiwan bought coaches from India in
the past and now it is constructing railway
projects in India.
The information and communication
technology, or ICT sector, is served by
huge Taiwanese investments in India. ICT
companies like Benq, Acer, DLink and
Transcend have been operating from India for the past 10 years, having invested
about $1 billion in India.
Collaborative projects include building
information technology industrial parks
in India, promoting Indian participation
in Taiwan’s special economic zones as well
as developing IT products and conducting
R&D training.
The Taiwan-based Institute for Information Industry (III) joins India’s Center of
Excellence in Wireless and Information
Technology (CEWIT) to develop 4G broadband wireless technologies and products.
The MOU allows Taiwanese customer
premises equipment manufacturers to
transform into core network equipment

suppliers.
C.K. Lee, chief executive officer of the
III said in a release, “With fast-growing
India expected to become one of the largest 3G and 4G markets in the world, the
proposed R&D cooperation is expected to
assist Taiwanese manufacturers to step
into the giant market early.” This statement which was echoed by Bhaskar Ramamurthi, honorary director of CEWIT,
said that this project will hasten India’s
4G deployment.
Relations between the two countries
have always been in the right direction.
This was further bolstered during President Ma Ying-jeou’s visit to India in March
2008 even before becoming president of
the Republic of China, or Taiwan. He envisioned fruitful relations by synergizing
Taiwan’s ICT expertise with Indian software capabilities.
The initiation of annual trade talks in
1992, exchange of trade offices in 1995
and signing of the Investment Protection
Agreement in 2002 have served well in
enhancing Taiwan-India trade relations.
The Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry reveals that Taiwan-India trade peaked to $5.34 billion in
2008, which is an increase of 9.5 percent
over 2007.
Hsu Chun-fang, deputy director-general
of the Bureau of Foreign Trade under the
Ministry of Economic Affairs, expressed
that the bilateral relationship between
Taiwan and India has been upward since
1990 following the efforts of both nations
in expanding trade and investment in the
fields of energy, electronics, IT and teleA-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT | 15
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communications.

TAITRA - Taiwan Excellence
Campaign 2010

TAITRA (Taiwan External Trade Development Council), a non- profit trade promotion organization under the Ministry
of Economic Affairs, launched a campaign to increase growth and visibility of
Taiwanese ICT brands in India and leverage India’s huge demand for ICT and consumer lifestyle products.
TAITRA has been organising Emma
Expo India since 2007 to bolster IndoTaiwan business ties and promote greater
industry interaction and technology transfer and investment opportunities.
Taiwanese companies Asus, a multinational computer product manufacturer;
BenQ, an innovator of digital lifestyle;
D-Link, specializing in connectivity solutions; MSI, a provider of consumer products; ADATA, a memory solutions provider
and many others were showcased at the
event.
The growing Internet user base is expected to reach 200 million by 2014 in
India resulting in significant demand for
personal computers and notebooks. ICT
manufacturers in Taiwan supply this sector besides others like smartphones, LCD
televisions, motherboards, memory sticks
and routers, opening up new vistas for
partnerships.

Trade Links in the
Electronics Industry

Bilateral trade links between India and
Taiwan, taking into consideration the electronics industry, has witnessed a quantum
leap in spite of its late start behind Japan
and Korea.
The huge demand in India for home appliances and ICT products and services, as
well as the Indian Government’s keenness
to develop the hardware market in line
with software advancements, has led to
the Taiwanese entry with their hardware
expertise.
The fields which could benefit from the
bilateral exchange of expertise include
wireless networks; energy as in LED and
green power; medical electronics for distant healthcare, equipment; digital technologies for electronic governance and
virtual classrooms and auto electronics.
The proximity of India to Taiwan, its immense growth potential, abundant labour,
engineering expertise and stable economy
are considered favorable grounds for ICT
investments, not to mention its credentials for being the fastest growing economy in the world.
In the PC and peripherals sector, electronic components and finished products
are the forte of Taiwanese manufacturers.
Taiwanese technology firm Acer holds a
market share of 10.4 per cent and it has
further expanded its product line of servers and PCs in the Indian market.
Taiwan’s HTC Corporation and India’s
Bharti Airtel launched 3G-compatible mobile phones and 3G mobile equipment.
Also Inventec, a Taiwan-based original
design manufacturer and Reliance Communications of India launched a CDMA
mobile phone.
LEDs, or light-emitting diodes, are highly efficient when compared to traditional
16 | A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT

Factoids
• According to Taiwan’s Market Intelligence and Consulting Institute, India’s telecommunication markets are
expected to maintain a steady growth
rate of 5 percent per year to grow to
USD 2.2 billion in 2012.
• Looking at figures given by FICCI,
Taiwan’s export from India increased
from USD 2,542 million in 2007 to USD
2,338 million in 2008. Also Taiwan’s
import from India increased from USD
2,342 million in 2007 to USD 3,007
million in 2007-08.
• TAITRA has been organising Emma
Expo India since 2007 to bolster IndoTaiwan business ties and promote
greater industry interaction and technology transfer and investment opportunities.
light sources owing to their small size,
ruggedness, lower energy consumption
and longer lifetime. They are used in displays and traffic signals and also in optical
networks and infrared wireless communications. HB, or high-brightness, LED production in Taiwan is second only to Japan.
The LED market in India is a promising
one for Taiwan.
India also sent a high-level IT delegation led by Rakesh Singh, additional secretary, Ministry of Information Technology
to Computex Taipei 2010. The delegation
comprised of Indian IT officials, investors
and top executives from IT companies,
visited Taiwanese suppliers to unearth
collaborative opportunities.
TAITRA held Sourcing Taiwan 2010 to
promote the purchase of products like
metal processing machinery, building
material, auto parts and bicycles, fitness
equipment, consumer electronics and
electronic components by Indian buyers
resulting in business transactions to the
tune of $5.67 million.

Trade and Technology
Collaborations

Taiwan has planned to include a science and technology division at the Taipei
Economic and Cultural Centre which will
oversee science and technology collaborations between the two nations. The US Air
Force is actively doing research with Taiwanese research centers in making semiconductors using nano circuitry and in developing high-capacity integrated circuits,
further strengthening Taiwan’s nanotechnology capabilities. Taiwan’s Economic
Development Council has identified India
as a “major market” for nanotechnology
and plans to initiate more investments in
India.
Biotechnology and genomics are other
fields of interest for collaboration between
the countries. Also Taiwan’s expertise
in building quakeproof buildings can be
used by India. Taiwan’s ability in flexible
manufacturing, innovation and skill in
customizing products has also advanced
its machine tools industry. Its wireless
modems, DSL modems, and personal digital assistants, or PDAs are in great demand
in the digital home and portable commu-

nications sector in India.
IT companies, shoe manufacturers and
mobile device-related companies are keen
to set up export zones in the southern
states of India. Taipei World Trade Center (TWTC) has set up its liaison office in
Chennai in Tamil Nadu, a southern state,
in order to enhance its economic linkages
and cultural presence in India. Companies
like Adidas shoe manufacturer Apache,
Foxconn, Wintek and Nike shoe manufacturer Fongtai have established themselves
near Chennai, with this in mind.
Besides machine tools, electronics and
ICT, trade links between the two countries include many other items. Looking
at figures given by FICCI, Taiwan’s export
from India increased from $2,542 million
in 2007 to $2,338 million in 2008. Also Taiwan’s import from India increased from
$2,342 million in 2007 to $3,007 million
in 2007-08.
Taiwan imported mineral fuels and
waste oils, copper, organic chemicals,
iron and steel, salts, aluminum, pearls
and stones from India. Taiwanese exports
to India included plastics, electrical machinery and organic chemicals.
Also computer OEM majors from Taiwan like Inventec are keen on developing
partnerships with Indian companies. Such
endeavours will capitalize on new areas in
the IT and biotech fields. Taiwan’s capability in computer hardware and software
and India’s solid foundation in IC design
have been leveraged to set up R&D centers
in India including those of Asus, Foxconn
and Wintek.
Johnny C. Chiang, government information office minister and Cabinet
spokesman of Taiwan, acknowledged India’ s international status and its role in
South Asia’s development. Besides business investments, cultural, educational
and academic exchanges between the two
countries will also be increased. Taiwan is
recognized for the political and economic
cooperation it can bring about in the region to reduce tensions and promote global peace and stability.
Talks between Indian civil aviation
ministry officials and Taiwanese officials
are expected to bear fruit in the form of
direct flights operated by Indian companies between the two countries. India’s
growing economic, political and strategic
influence will enable it to play a significant role in the Asia-Pacific region.
India will have to pay greater attention
to the region and the evolving Taiwan-India ties are looked on as an emerging Asian
strategic setting. As Taiwanese and Indian
strengths are complementary, with India
being good in software, services, and system development and Taiwan in the manufacturing and technologies sector, it is only
right to use these strengths to serve their
domestic and global markets. A-P
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India and
China – Trade
and Technology
Cooperation
by Shamila Janakiraman

I

f anybody had doubts
regarding where the
Indo-Chinese relations
were heading, they need to
read the report on the size
of the delegation which
accompanied the Chinese
Premier Wen Jiabao on his
visit to India. The number
kept swelling and many
called it the Red Army.
The delegation included the who’s who
of the Chinese industry including senior
representatives from Fortune 500 companies like the petrochemical and agrochemical company Sinochem, food company Cofco (China Natural Cereals, Oils
and Foodstuffs Corp) and steel company
Sinosteel. Power, infrastructure, trade and
information technology and automobile
companies were represented by officials
at the president and vice-president levels.
This is enough proof that relations are
only going upward and it was further reiterated by the Premier’s comment that India and China are fast growing economies
and were partners and not competitors.
The bilateral relationship between the
two most populous countries thrived in
ancient times with trade binding the two
via the Silk Route. Only in the 1950s did
border disputes arise between the two
ancient civilizations. In spite of various
tensions, whether they are regional or international, the Tiger and the Dragon do
seem to get along famously well.
India and China have enjoyed better
days from the first century. Buddhism was
introduced in China from India, while
trade flourished. Chinese silk which was
in great demand in India was known
as “cinamsuka” during the times of
Chanakya, the prime minister of the Maurya Empire (350-283 BC) in India. There
are references to China in ancient Indian
literature and the records of Zhang Qian,
a Chinese historian, refers to “Shendu”
which may be a reference to Sindhu, the
region of the Indus Valley civilization.
Besides trade and culture, there were
exchanges of scientific knowledge as well.
In the 8th century, the Astronomical Table
of Sines devised by the Indian astronomer and mathematician, Aryabhata, was
translated into Chinese by Gautama Siddha, an astronomer and astrologer born
in Chang’an. He also translated the Navagraha calendar into Chinese.
China is now India’s biggest trading
partner. Diplomatic and economic ties are
strengthening between the two nations

with China’s recent move to consider India’s bid for a permanent United Nations
Security Council seat. Indian iron ore satiates the need for natural resources of China, while India imports everything from
toys to machinery from China.

Bilateral Agreements

The 1950s witnessed diplomatic channels opening up and the then Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai and Indian Prime Minister
Nehru came up with the Five Principles of
Peaceful Coexistence (Panch Sheel). However, there did exist some hiccups to this
peace process, which was later cemented
over by the Indian Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi’s visit to China in 1988 when even
the border dispute was discussed.
Among the bilateral agreements signed
by Rajiv Gandhi were science and technology cooperation, an agreement to start
direct air links and promotion of cultural exchanges. Also the nations agreed
to hold annual diplomatic consultations
between foreign ministers and steps to
encourage economic and scientific cooperation were mooted. This was followed
by the exchange of visits of leaders which
further concretised the friendly relations
between China and India.
To develop trade relations the two
countries signed an agreement to eliminate double taxation in 1994. Other agreements to enhance health and medical
science, for simplifying the procedure for
visa application and for banking cooperation were also signed.
The decentralisation of the Chinese
economy in 1978 ignited rapid economic
growth and initiated structural changes in
China. World trade was just one percent
in China in 1980, but this grew in leaps
and bounds to make the nation the second largest economy in GDP behind the
United States. Special economic zones in
China also served as growth engines to
the country’s productivity.
Wen Jiabao, the Chinese Premier, visited India in December 2010 and proclaimed
that trade between the two nations was
peaking. Bringing down trade barriers, energy security, infrastructure development
and enhancement of bilateral trade were
among the salient features discussed during the leader’s visit.

According to Indian Commerce Minister Kamal Nath, China will soon become
India’s largest trade partner in the following years beside the US and Singapore.

Trade on the right track

In order to expand the spectrum of
trade, forays into trade areas such as services, knowledge-based sectors and other
new sources have to be encouraged besides traditional manufacturing, opine
experts. China’s production base can be
leveraged by Indian companies.
Iron ore takes a lion’s share of India’s
total exports to China, garnering 53 percent. Other exports to China include
marine products, oil seeds, salt, organic/
inorganic chemicals, plastic, rubber, optical and medical equipment, ores, slag,
ash, sulphur, earth, stone, rare earth
metals, cotton and yarn, fabric, copper,
machinery, hides and skins, artificial
flowers, feathers, dye, paint, putty, precious stones, seafood and dairy products,
according to the Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII).
About 36 percent of Chinese exports to
India include value-added items like machinery, including electrical machinery,
besides organic chemicals. The countries
have also invested in the oilfields in Africa,
the Middle East and Central Asia to feed
their energy needs. An agreement which
entails ONGC Videsh Ltd (OVL) and the
China National Petroleum Corporation, or
CNPC, to place joint bids for international
projects was signed in 2006. However, the
two countries have to deal more in high
value items, feel experts.
Services and knowledge trade, which
should be given impetus, include the areas of biotechnology, IT and ITES, health,
education, tourism and the financial sector. The huge Chinese pharma-market
should be leveraged by Indian companies
as well.
On December 15th 2010, the Tamil
Chamber of Commerce (TCC) and China
Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT) of Shandong sub-council
signed a MoU which is expected to foster
a business environment to promote businesses at the international level.
B.S. Raghavan, former Policy Advisor to
UN (FAO), said that India exported low valA-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT | 17

business
ue items like iron ores, slag, coal, ash and
cotton yarn while it should be actually
exporting financial services, Information
Technology Enabled Services, construction and engineering, pharmaceuticals,
agro-production, education, entertainment, tourism, health and transport to
leverage the huge market they can enjoy
in China.
In order to boost trade of high value
items, CII operates a special office in
Shanghai, China. Cooperative projects in
setting up Business Process Outsourcing,
or BPO, parks have been mooted by the
Jiaxing Municipal Bureau of Foreign Trade
and Economic Cooperation in collaboration with Indian IT biggies like Infosys,
HCL and TCS.
India China Chamber of Commerce &
Industry (ICCI) operating from Mumbai,
India strives to promote businesses from
China, Hong Kong and Macau with India.
Areas covered include commerce, investment, industrial collaboration, technology transfer, joint ventures, international
exhibitions, business delegations, economic cooperation and people to people
friendship.
ICCI and the Karnataka Small Scale
Industries Association (KASSIA) in Bangalore, India are trying to synergise trade
between Chinese and Karnataka (Indian
state) industries.
To make the trade relationship sustainable it is necessary to reduce or eliminate
the trade imbalance, as voiced by Wen Jiabao during his visit to India in December,
2010.
India exports about 9 million tonnes of
iron ore to China which goes through the
works in Guangzhou Sea Link Industrial
Corporation, and finds its way back to India in the form of locks, castors, door-closers, hand railings for escalators in airport
terminals and more.
Hwawei sells telecom equipment to
Indian markets. Made in China toys and
trinkets also flood the Indian markets.
Toys range from superior branded ones to
those that are less expensive.
This huge demand for Chinese goods in
India made China the largest trade partner, but the trade imbalance has to be
corrected soon to make this relationship
work and last. Today India’s trade deficit
with China stands at USD 16 billion which
could increase further if corrective measures are not taken soon.
“The deficits with China are a microcosm of India’s overall trade deficit,” says
Zorawar Daulet Singh of the Centre for
Policy Alternatives (CPA) in New Delhi. He
is the co-author of “Chasing the Dragon:
Will India Catch up with China?”
“The relationship is not sustainable.
India is only exporting raw resources like
iron ore, and is unable to compete in selling to the China market,” he added.
India can export Information Technology, pharmaceutical and engineering
products, but is hampered by non access
to Chinese markets and the lack of proper
infrastructure in India and the right subsidies in certain sectors. Both the CII and
the Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FICCI) are working on the information gap between the
two nations.
Anti-dumping investigations filed by
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Factoids
• In the 8th century, the Astronomical
Table of Sines devised by the Indian
astronomer and mathematician, Aryabhata, was translated into Chinese by
Gautama Siddha, an astronomer and
astrologer born in Chang’an. He also
translated the Navagraha calendar
into Chinese.
• India exports about 9 million tonnes
of iron ore to China which goes
through the works in Guangzhou
Sea Link Industrial Corporation and
is imported back to India as finished
products.
India at the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) against China were an area of concern, but most cases have been resolved
or withdrawn. Indian companies feel that
local industry may be affected by the inflow of Chinese imports and are demanding implementation of import duties.

Collaboration in Green Tech
and IT

Both China and India face the same music when it comes to greenhouse emission
levels and the burning of fossil fuels. Also,
they both depend on coal-based power
plants to generate power. Both countries
have now adopted green technologies in
the mining, metal and energy sectors.
China’s endeavor to reduce carbon emissions from power plants can be shared by
India. Both nations have also launched research projects based on integrated gasification combined cycle, or IGCC, or clean
coal technology.
Companies like Dongfang and Shanghai Electric of China are desirous to set up
their equipment manufacturing units in
India. Collaboration in the mining front
with the implementation of pollution reducing technologies to increase productivity is on the anvil.
Following the Chinese Premier’s visit
to India in 2010, both fast-growing economies have shown interest in low-carbon
technologies. The Indian Prime Minister
Dr. Manmohan Singh and the Chinese Premier agreed upon setting up a platform to
discuss and explore non-polluting technologies that will keep up the economic
growth envisioned by the leaders for their
countries. Both China and India have invested a lot in developing wind and solar
energy farms.
Dongfang Electric Corporation Ltd., a
Chinese power equipment manufacturer,
will be supplying equipments for installing 28,000 MW capacity mega power
projects. The Indian subsidiary has been
set up in Kolkata, an eastern Indian city.
Dongfang plans to engage India in the areas of renewable energy sources like wind
power, hydel power and nuclear power by
supplying the equipment to JSW Energy,
Lanco Infratech, East Coast Energy, as well
as some government-managed companies
and others.
In the telecom industry scene, both India and China have been active in 3G roll
outs to launch mobile broadband. China
Mobile and India’s Bharti Airtel and other

companies have been successful in offering wireless broadband services worldwide. The introduction of 4G Long Term
Evolution (LTE) technology is expected to
help Chinese network equipment manufacturers like Hwawei.
In the IT sphere there exist tensions as
India has restricted imports of telecommunications equipment from China over
security concerns and China is concerned
about India’s tightening of work visa standards.
With the IT sector moving to the cloud
both nations have to cooperate in the sector, leveraging their traditional business
strengths and minimizing their weaknesses, according to Partha Iyengar, India
research director at Gartner, a research
firm.
China’s historic strength has been focused on hardware and manufacturing,
and India’s on software and services.
“Both countries will lose significant opportunities if they don’t collaborate with
each other and try to reproduce the two
things independently,” said Iyengar.
“For China to address the language, culture, process, quality, and mindset issues
(required) to move to end-user IT services
and for India to address all of its infrastructure issues, from power to real estate to access…is going to take too long,” he said.
China has become a large manufacturer
of daily goods and India is known for its
service industries in IT, medical-pharmacy
and bio-technology. The strategic alliances
linked between China and India will open
new gates of friendship and prosperity. Experts feel that the cooperation between the
two emerging powers will empower Asian
nations and bring global prosperity. A-P
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shopping. Vietnam is yet to make a start
as the cultural preference is for the more established traditional shopping options such
as wet markets.
No discussion on online shopping is
complete without the Korean penchant
for shopping over the internet though it is
largely limited to lifestyle products, personal grooming products, and groceries. Korea
is establishing the footprints for the global
markets to duplicate at a later stage. Another interesting feature of the Korean online
shopping scenario is that nearly thirty percent of the shopping happens via television.

Shopping online is here to stay
The Asia-Pacific regions in the nascent
stages of economic resurgence are accepting the online format of shopping for the
ease and the swiftness with which the online business works. A-P
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The KORUS
FTA Thrills
Proponents,
Awaits
Ratification in
U.S. and Korea
BY Donald Kirk

A

dvocates of the controversial Korea-U.S.
Free Trade Agreement
toasted in the New Year with
joy and relief as if the compromise finally and firmly
endorsed by the presidents
of the United States and
the Republic of Korea was a
dream come true, a holiday
gift to cheer and celebrate.
“This deal alone will increase America’s
industrial output more than all our previous FTAs combined,” the U.S. ambassador
to South Korea, Kathleen Stephens, told a
general meeting of the American Chamber
of Commerce in Korea in December. “Korea’s major business groups have come out
in favor of it,” she said, “and some of the
biggest winners are consumers” – customers who will be able to buy imports from
each country after tariffs are stripped away
from major industrial and agricultural
products.
There’s no denying, however, the FTA
faces tough hurdles in both South Korea’s
National Assembly and the U.S. Congress
now that negotiators have forged a historic
compromise. It was just as hopes were fading for what’s known in Korea by the acronym “KORUS FTA” that negotiators agreed
on prying open the South Korean motor vehicle market, to a carefully limited degree,
to placate angry U.S. motor vehicle makers and labor unions.“I had about given
up hope,” says James Rooney, chairman of
Market Force, an investing and consulting
firm here. “It seemed to me they weren’t
going to push it through.”
With the agreement ready for ratification, Rooney believes “both countries have
so much to gain by closer industrial cooperation” so “let’s get on with it and stop the
political nonsense. “ That may not be easy.
U.S. President Barack Obama and South
Korea’s President Lee Myung-bak face the
daunting task of convincing legislators in
Washington and Seoul to ratify a deal that
proponents say would do away with 95
percent of tariffs in five years and increase
U.S. exports to South Korea by $10 billion
a year.
Obama couched the agreement, the biggest U.S. trade deal since the signing of the
North American Free Trade Agreement with
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Canada and Mexico in 1994, as a breakthrough in American efforts to overcome
its yawning trade deficit and regain lost respect as a top trading power. With that goal
in mind, he said the agreement “shows the
U.S. is willing to lead and compete in the
global economy” while “opening new markets around the world to products that are
made in America.” President Lee said the
agreement “lays the groundwork for a ‘winwin’ relationship by reflecting the national
interests of Korea and the United States in
a balanced manner.”
Both presidents seemed particularly happy since negotiators had failed to come to
terms on motor vehicles when Obama was
in Seoul for the summit of leaders of the
Group of 20 leading economic powers in
November. The two presidents, after lunching at the Blue House, the center of presidential power, said negotiators still had
to iron out “final details” and hoped to do
so in a few weeks. Those words impressed
some observers as face-saving rhetoric that
might signal the death knell of the deal,
worked out in one and a half years of grueling negotiations and finally concluded in
June 2007.
Perhaps the greatest irony is that Obama,
as a U.S. senator from Illinois, and Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton, then a senator from
New York, had opposed the agreement for
fear a flood of South Korean exports would
hurt U.S. manufacturers and cost jobs. Another irony is the liberal Obama’s conservative predecessor, George W. Bush, and the
conservative Lee’s left-leaning predecessor,
the late Roh Moo-hyun, had both strongly
favored the agreement.
Although South Korean negotiators repeatedly said they would not “revisit the
text” of that deal, they finally had to accept
a “supplementary” agreement.
Its main terms:
•
Opening South Korea to import of
25,000 cars a year from each U.S.
motor vehicle manufacturer without demanding they meet detailed
South Korean rather than American
safety standards;
•
Easing fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emission standards for

•

•
•

•

U.S. motor vehicles;
Cutting tariffs on U.S. imports from
8 to 4 percent for five years and
then eliminating them while the
U.S. retains its 2.5 percent tariff for
the same period.
Retaining the 25 percent U.S. tariff on trucks for eight years before
dropping the tariff after ten years;
Cutting South Korea’s tariff on electric cars and hybrids from 8 to 4
percent and ending the tariff after
five years;
Retaining a tariff on pork until 2015
rather than 2013 and continuing to
bar import of U.S. beef from cattle
more than 30 months old.

The failure to open up the import of
American beef was sure to disappoint some
members of Congress. Senator Max Baucus
of the state of Montana, noted for its huge
cattle ranches, has long been one of the
strongest foes of the agreement. The beef
issue, though, diminished in importance
since U.S. beef has captured 35 percent of
the beef imports, in strong competition
with Australian beef, since mass demonstrations shook the city for several months
in 2008 after Mad Cow disease was wrongfully reported found in an American cow.
The main opposition Democratic Party,
which had supported the KORUS FTA when
Roh Moo-hyun was president, promised
to mount a major campaign against ratification. Roh committed suicide in 2009
during a corruption scandal. Park Jie-won,
party leader in Korea’s National Assembly,
accused the government of having made
“too many concessions” on “people’s lives
and safety,” a reference to the provisions on
motor vehicles, and promised to launch “a
national campaign against the deal.”
South Korea’s trade minister, Kim Jonghoon, after final talks with U.S. Special
Trade Representative Ron Kirk in Washington, denied having made too many concessions, calling it a “win win” for both countries.” Ford Motor CEO Alan Mulally, said
Ford, which had previously warned against
the deal, now “applauds the outlines” of
the agreement. Its revised provisions, he

said, give “greater confidence that we will
be able to better serve our Korean customers.” He thanked the efforts of “the Obama
Administration and Congress to improve
this agreement, and open the Korean auto
market.”
Whether the agreement will help redress the huge U.S. deficit with Korea, however, remains far from certain. In two-way
trade in 2009 totaling $67.8 billion, the U.S.
imported products valued at $39.2 billion
from Korea while exporting $28.6 billion.
U.S. car-makers sold vehicles worth $161
million to Korean buyers in 2009 while Korea’s manufacturers, led by Hyundai Motor
Co. and its sister, Kia Corp., earned $5.7 billion from 2009 exports to the U.S..
Advocates, however, are convinced the
agreement will work out well for both Korea
and the U.S.. “The KORUS FTA will add an
important third pillar to our already strong
bilateral political and military alliance,”
says the chamber’s president, Amy Jackson.
“Today’s announcement is great news for all
of us, in particular for U.S. and Korean companies and workers who will soon be able to
reap the many benefits that this agreement
will bring to both countries.”
Kim Sung-han, a professor in the Graduate School of International Studies at Korea
University, predicts the majority Grand
National Party will muster enough votes in
the National Assembly to bring about ratification. “It should be seen as part of the
U.S.-Korea alliance,” he says. “That’s why
we should not miss this opportunity. It may
be the last opportunity we have.”
A senior South Korean diplomat makes
a careful distinction between negotiations on North Korea’s nuclear weapons
and talks with the U.S. on a deal that was
signed in April 2007, but has languished
ever since in a political limbo. “Both sides
can see consensus on six-party talks,” says
the diplomat, talking about U.S. and South
Korean cooperation on getting North Korea
to return to talks hosted by China on doing
away with its nuclear program. The KORUS
FTA, is another matter. “That’s a competitive issue,” he says. “There are some differences.”
So deep are the differences that the two
highest ranking players on the U.S. side,
Obama and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, both opposed the FTA in 2007 when
they were U.S. senators and George W.
Bush was in his final months as president.
They’ve changed their minds since, but the
agreement remained stymied, as far as the
Americans are concerned, on the same issues on which they based their objections,
the huge disparity between sales of Korean
vehicles in the U.S. and those of American
vehicles in Korea and restraints on the
amount of U.S. beef imported into Korea.
Ambassador Stephens did not mince
words in reminding Korean manufacturers
of the U.S. role in Korean development. “Korea’s economic rise could not have taken
place without access to U.S. markets,’ she
told the gathering of the American Chamber of Commerce. While the Hyundai Motor group, including Kia, snared 7.8 percent
of the American market in 2010, she said,
Americans exported only 8,000 cars to Korea. “We want the same access to Korea as
the Koreans do to the U.S.” The U.S. share
should increase, she believes, as tariffs on
motor vehicles imposed by both countries

fall to zero in five years.
In behind-the-scenes conversations, both
sides agreed on one thing. The G20 summit
in November would mark a dividing line, a
deadline, for South Korea’s trade minister,
Kim Jong-hoon, and the U.S. special trade
representative, Ron Kirk, to come up with
a formula. The Americans, before, during
and after the G20, prayed for a climactic effort to fulfill Obama’s desire, expressed to
Lee during the previous G20 in Toronto in
June, “to make sure everything is lined up
properly by the time I visit Korea. ”
The differences were so sensitive that
Korean officials, after five hours of inconclusive negotiations with U.S. officials in
San Francisco before the G20, refused to
discuss them other than to repeat the Korean position, “We don’t want to revisit
the text of the agreement.” Still, one official indicated there might be other ways to
come to terms. “Basically it’s about autos
and beef,” he said. “We are open to consult
about U.S. concerns.”
Whether more consultations would
work, however, was far from clear. In twoway trade in 2009 totaling 67.8 billion,
the U.S. imported products valued at 39.2

to the U.S. in the same period, Hyundai and
Kia’s U.S. plants between them turned out
330,493 vehicles.
The fear among U.S. manufacturers
was that the FTA, by eliminating tariffs on
trucks, would blow apart burgeoning sales
of pickup trucks made by U.S. manufacturers while Korean SUVs and cars poured in
unabated. The Americans attributed low
exports to Korea to a wide range of tests,
standards and taxes aside from tariffs.
While the tariffs might go, they said, other
barriers would keep U.S. exports within circumscribed limits far below the figure of
100,000 vehicles a year that some analysts
believe would not be impossible if the playing field were totally level.
Passage of the KORUS FTA, however, always has had one major American advocate
whose voice reflects the views of many U.S.
business people -- the American Chamber of
Commerce in Korea. “We are probably the
strongest supporters of the KORUS FTA,”
said the AmCham president, Amy Jackson.
“We’re the ones on the ground here. We
see the possible effects of the FTA. There
are significant tariff cuts that will give U.S.
manufactured and agricultural goods pref-

In two-way trade in 2009 totaling $67.8 billion, the U.S. imported products valued at
$39.2 billion from Korea while exporting
$28.6 billion. U.S. car-makers sold vehicles
worth $161 million to Korean buyers in
2009 while Korea’s manufacturers, led
by Hyundai Motor Co. and its sister, Kia
Corp., earned $5.7 billion from 2009 exports to the U.S.
billion from Korea while exporting $28.6
billion. Both figures were way down from
2008 when U.S. imports from Korea came
to $48.1 billion compared with $34.7 billion
earned from exports to Korea. Other numbers were more disturbing. U.S. car-makers
sold vehicles worth $161 million in 2009,
down from $370 million in 2008, while
Korea’s manufacturers, led by Hyundai Motor Co. and its sister, Kia Corp., earned $5.7
billion from 2009 exports, down from $7.4
billion in 2008, a disparity due in part to
rising production at HMC’s plant in Montgomery, Alabama, and Kia’s new plant in
West Point, Georgia.
In the first nine months of 2010, U.S.
manufacturers exported 10,162 vehicles
to Korea, compared with 41,664 exported
from Germany. Korean manufacturers exported 449,403 cars to the U.S. in that time
frame, led by HMC, 173,226 vehicles, and
Kia, 156,672. While GM Daewoo, the subsidiary that GM wrested from Daewoo Motor’s
creditors after the 1997-1998 economic crisis, accounted for 22,295 vehicles shipped

erential access to this market. Everything
will come down immediately.”
One of the most persuasive arguments
for ratifying the FTA is that Korea and the
European Union have agreed on an FTA
that is sure to raise the EU profile in Korea to the detriment of U.S. sales. The challenge of intensifying competition from Europe is one reason to push the bill through
the U.S. Congress. “It’s not going to be that
easy,” said Han Kyoung-sung, a research fellow at the Korea Institute for International
Economic Policy. “The most important issue is the Congress is not supporting FTA.
If the Congress changes its mood, it will be
better.”
Han Kyoung-sung came up with an argument with which AmCham and others concur. “If the Korea-EU FTA becomes effective,
that will affect U.S. industry,” he said. It is
important to implement the Korea-U.S. FTA
as soon as possible” – ideally by July 1, the
day for the Korea-EU to take effect, but in any
case by the beginning of 2012 provided it’s
ratified in both Washington and Seoul. A-P
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WikiLeaks’
Chilling Effect
on Business-asUsual in Asia
by Matthew Weigand

W

ikiLeaks has made
international news
for its exposure of
several hundred thousand
secret documents on the
war in Afghanistan, US diplomatic communications,
and other less well-known
scandals.
But the organization is not just doing
this for the fun of it – they have a specific
purpose in mind. The organization’s end
goal is to eliminate the practice of routine secrecy in government and corporate
activities, forcing every type of organization to be more transparent. And by all accounts they appear to be succeeding. What
happens to Julian Assange is entirely irrelevant when talking about the effect that
WikiLeaks has on international business,
diplomacy, and government in general.
And this effect may be most strongly felt
in the way business is done in Asia. Asian
companies are urged to be more cautious
and enact reforms in order to avoid being
caught up in a WikiLeaks scandal of their
own, whether next month, or ten years
from now.
In the short term, however, we should
also discuss the immediate information
dump that WikiLeaks has pulled off in the
diplomatic cables released in the beginning of November. But before we do that,
we must keep in mind what these cables
are.
They are communications between diplomats and the US State Department, not
prophetic revelations handed down from
heaven above. There is a tendency for people to think that things which are secret
are also true, but that is not always the
case. Passing on confidential information
is what American diplomats do.
The accuracy or quality of this information, however, is only as good as its
source. For instance, US diplomats in
China reported several times that China is
becoming increasingly upset about North
Korea’s actions and is considering doing something to curtail their
outbursts. This information
was passed on through the
now-leaked
diplomatic
cables.
However, one should
keep in mind that the
conversation reported
was
one
diplomat
speaking to another.
When looking at the
actions of the Chinese
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government over the past year, there is no
indication that they have indeed done anything related to those words. So despite
the secrecy of the documents, they should
still be taken with a pinch of salt.

Forbidding Chinese Business
Environment

While the cables cannot be taken as
complete truth, one thing that they are
good for is confirming things that have
only been suspected. For instance, at the
beginning of this year, this journalist
wrote about Google’s accusations of Chinese hacking. Google accused the Chinese
government of trying to gain access to
the emails of Google Mail users, specifically human rights activists. Google also
accused the Chinese government of supporting a comprehensive program of trying to gain access to the private computer
systems of over a dozen international
companies operating in China. The leaked
diplomatic cables support this accusation, reporting that an unnamed Chinese
contact confirmed that the Chinese government had directed these attacks, and
used a mix of Chinese government operatives, private security experts in China,
and third-party Internet outlaws which
they recruited for the attacks. Specifically, the unnamed contact said that Zhou
Yongkang and Li Changchun oversaw the
attacks. Both men are Politburo Standing
Committee members, the top leadership
of the country. However, the unnamed
contact did not have confirmation of this
information. The contact did further say
that the attacks were also directed at US
government computer systems and that
of its Western allies, and had been going
on since 2002, information that Google
did not know or did not reveal. This adds
another shade to the picture being painted of a Chinese economic climate which is
actively hostile to foreign business, even
while foreign businesses are eager to enter into the billion man market.
Further adding to the picture of a hostile Chinese economy are other cables

about the way the Chinese economy is
run. One US embassy contact said that
“China’s top leadership had carved up
China’s economic pie, creating an ossified
system in which ‘vested interests’ drove
decision-making and impeded reform as
leaders maneuvered to ensure that those
interests were not threatened.” The different sectors of China’s economy are said to
be controlled by one person. Zhou Yongkang was said to control the state monopoly oil sector, while the wife of Win
Jaibao, who is China’s Premier, is said to
control the precious gems market. Former Chinese Premier, Li Peng, is also said
to be in control of the country’s electric
power sector. Such entrenched business
interests are naturally opposed to competition, openness, innovation, and all
the other things that outside companies
would bring. The diplomatic cables add
one more set of negative factors to foreign
business development in the country.
As a minor note, the common thread in
the information gained by US diplomats
and passed on through the cables are the
sources. They are almost universally disgruntled current or former insiders in
organizations or businesses within China
itself. Unhappy insiders have always been
one of the best sources of information for
a long time, and China is no exception to
this rule. However, the penalties for such
insider leaking may be more severe.

Renewed Korea-US Cooperation

On the Korean side, the leaked cables
give us confirmation that both the Korean
and US governments want the KORUS Free
Trade Agreement to go through, and have
been working together to make it happen.
Given then the very strong relationship that
both countries’ economies already have, it
makes sense to have this type of free trade
agreement. This is despite popular opposition to the idea in recent years. The Korean
economy is less closely related to Europe,
and yet a Europe-Korea free trade agreement has already been quietly completed.
The diplomatic cables also reveal that the
largest opposition to the KORUS FTA are
US businesses, which see the exceptions
of the FTA as more Korea-friendly and give
US businesses a disadvantage, which is also
a legitimate objection. This is one of the
less remarkable revelations that the diplomatic cable leaks provide. Since that time,
the FTA has been agreed upon and sent to
the legislatures of both countries for ratification.
The cables also offered more detail
into what was going on at the G20 held
in Seoul in early November. Some critics of the event said that Korea used the
event for nothing more than grandstanding as a country, with little to show for
it afterwards. They expected the KORUS
FTA to be completed during that
time. However, the diplomatic cables say that Seoul
and Washington acted
decisively together to
oppose European interests on core economic
issues during the G20
meetings. This might
indicate a growing
US-East Asia bloc to

oppose the European Union, which could
have uncountable consequences for international business.

Long-term Consequences for
Asian Businesses

Wikileaks’ activity of leaking secret
communications of all kinds has a purpose,
which is to actively discourage companies
and governments from being secretive
in the first place. And it is working, especially as reported in Singapore by Channel
News Asia. Corporate watchers in Singapore warn that pharmaceutical companies,
banks, and companies with strong ties to
governments are probably going to be the
next target, and they should take steps
to reform themselves before they get put
in the spotlight. S Sivanesan, a partner at
Singapore’s oldest law firm Rodyk & Davidson, said, “If you have companies that are
linked closely in sensitive industries [such
as] defense, finance, stock broking industries or those that may have links with the
government... the danger there I think is
that information leaked out may actually
overlap a little bit with government policy.
It may be cross border issues. For example,
a certain Singapore company did not succeed in getting a bid for a foreign company
or foreign transaction. Then you get a reaction from the Singapore company here and
in the internal discussions of the board,
certain things may be said that either we
are being unfairly prejudiced or they do not
want certain nationalities taking over the
companies. That is very sensitive and if that
comes out, then it creates a little tension
between countries.”
Michael Netzley, Assistant Professor of
Corporate Communication Practice at Lee
Kong Chian School of Business, brought up
another point about business in Asia. He
said that Asia relies very heavily on strong
personal relationships to conduct business. To paraphrase him, the back-room
deal and the under-the-table kickbacks that
WikiLeaks most likes to expose is business
as usual in the region. This causes a lack
of trust in the business environment as a
whole. “And when we start seeing potentially damaging leaks coming out in the
wake of an economic crisis, where faith
in business is still generally low, this is potentially very damaging for businesses,” he
explained.
Businesses throughout Asia are advised
to keep in mind the increasing availability
of information that the Internet brings.
What would be a localized rumor or story
in the 20th century can spread throughout
the world overnight today. Unless reforms
are made in the way that business is done
in Asia, an Asian WikiLeaks-type scandal
could do more harm here. It doesn’t matter
what happens to the WikiLeaks organization itself. The idea of spreading information in order to harm or destroy the ability
of companies and governments to conduct
secret business is already out of the bag,
and the Internet will always be around to
facilitate it. The Information Age in which
we live not only allows companies to accumulate vast databases of information
on their customers in order for them to
offer better services, but also keeps track
of them. It further allows citizens to do the
same things to businesses. The sooner companies get used to the fact, the better. A-P

The Tourism
Revival in
the Pacific
By Yashika Dhingra

T

he tourism industry
is a primary financial sector for most
of the Southeast Asian
countries.
The growth and fall of this primary
employment industry generally reflects in the GDP of most of the local
economies. This is a fact proven by the
travel statistics of the past two years.
Globetrotters and tourists have
reined in their travel impulses (circa
2007) during the global economic
slump. In addition to the global recession conditions, another contributing
factor to the fall in the tourist numbers is due to the exorbitant rise in the
fuel rates in the Middle East and the
domino effect it has had on the airline
industry. However, the travel analytics
definitely look perkier from the last
quarter of 2009 and have been gaining
substantially to post over the average
figures by the end of 2010. The industry is gearing for a better tourist influx
in comparison to last year for the lunar New Year by Feb 14.

The tourism industry
in the Asia-Pacific region
in the past two years

Nepal, the Maldives and the island
country of Sri Lanka saw substantial
increase in visitors in comparison to
previous years. However, travel figures
to India remained flat. Southeast Asia
had the best rate of recovery with a fifteen percent increase in the number of
people arriving here.
China did post remarkable growth
due to the 2008 Beijing Olympics, but
post games the stats are the same as
for the rest of the region. Another
observation is that during the pause
in growth that the industry was experiencing, the international airlines
reached stagnancy, while the low cost
no-frills airlines saw a surge in their
growth.
Thailand was largely affected by the
political anti-government demonstrations at Bangkok airport, in late 2008,
driving back the 3.7 percent growth
achieved up until then.

Trends in the tourism industry for the next two years

A potential boom in visitors is
expected in the regions of Taiwan,
Macau, Hong Kong and South Korea.
Other booming tourism numbers are
forecast for the Maldives and Sri Lan-

Tyler Olson | Dreamstime.com

ka followed by Nepal, the Himalayan
Kingdom.
Analytics by the International Air
Transport Association (IATA) reveal that
North American tourism trade fell to
638 million in comparison to the Asiapacific visitors of 647 million.
The non-profit organization in the
travel trade PATA, or the Pacific Asia
Travel Association, has some interesting statistics for the domestic travel
industry. Its spokesperson, John
Koldowski, forecasts 2011 to be the
time when the industry affects a full
recovery. However, a word of caution:
even with a confirmed flight, given
the nose-dive in the number of people
travelling, tourists to the region need
to travel with buffer time for travelling
to overcome any delays or cancellations or combining of flights in or out
of these domestic regions.
Brian Sinclair Thompson, at Swiss
International, concurs that the AsiaPacific region is on the threshold of
a tourism trade re-growth with global
visitors as well as intra-Asia travelers.
He expects the major international
airlines to streamline and to rework
capacities, while the low-cost airlines continue in their expansionist
modes.
The tourism industry is vital to the
economy of most of the countries
around the Indian Ocean and the China
Sea and contributes close to 5 percent of
the GDP. Revival in the tourism industry in these parts will find resurgence in
the economy of the region. A-P
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Rare Earth
Minerals:
Their Increasing
Importance
to China, Japan
and the Rest
of the World
By Lynette Wu

T

oday’s world is increasingly at odds with the
use of nonrenewable
resources, particularly fossil
fuels and their derivatives.
These are proving increasingly unsuitable
not only because they are inherently “dirty”
but also because, in the eyes of some, they
subject those who make use of them to
terms and conditions that are largely dictated by the nations that produce them.
For this reason, nations the world over
are looking to switch to other resources
and/or methods of generating energy that
eschew coal, oil and gas. In addition to established alternative technologies such as
solar, wind and hydroelectric generation,
rare earth minerals are rapidly coming to
the fore, and, thus, in the eyes of many, represent the “next big thing” in power-generation technology and tactics—a “sea change”
from the methods and technologies that
prevail today.
However, say some experts, significant
drawbacks may ensue as a result of an increasing worldwide dependence on rare
earth minerals. Foremost among these
drawbacks may have to do with the fact that
one nation—China—is currently responsible for nearly all of the production of the
most commonly used rare-earth elements.
This article will present an introduction
to rare earth minerals, discuss their uses
and importance, touch on the political
economy of rare earth minerals, including
potential resource protectionism that may
be springing up to control the supply of
these minerals, and wrap up by discussing
the prospects for rare earth metals in the
new millennium.

What are rare earth minerals?

The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) define rare earth
metals or elements as a collection of seventeen chemical elements in the periodic
table. More specifically, these are the fifteen
lanthanides, as well as scandium and yttrium.
Despite their name, most of these elements are easily found in the earth’s crust,
and are often found together as well. For instance, cerium, the most abundant, is also
the 25th most abundant element, similar to
copper. Thanks to their special properties,
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however, these elements are only rarely
found in concentrations that allow them to
be economically and commercially made
use of. These concentrations are in general
what are known as rare earth minerals.
Rare earth elements are not a new discovery; they have been known to science
for over two centuries now. The first, “ytterbite” (renamed to gadolinite some years
after its discovery) was discovered in 1787
by Carl Arrhenius in a quarry located in a
Swedish village named Ytterby—whose
name served as the inspiration for several
of these elements. The others were discovered in the years following the discovery of
gadolinite.
Principal sources of rare earth elements
include the minerals known as monazite,
bastnaesite and loparite, as well as other
substances known as lateritic ion-adsorption
clays. Mining rare earth elements is similar
to the process utilized to mine salt or coal;
pit mining is considered less environmentally risky and safer for workers to boot.
The particular chemical properties of
rare earth minerals make them far more
difficult to mine and extract than many
other substances—a fact that has served to
make them relatively expensive for many
years. In addition, until efficient separation
and processing techniques were developed,
the industrial use of rare earth minerals
was correspondingly very limited.
Before 1948, nearly all the world’s rare
earth minerals came from India and Brazil. In the 1950s, however, large deposits of
monazite were discovered in South Africa,
and the country took the place of India and
Brazil atop the list of rare earth sources. A
decade later, in the 1960s, it was the United
States’ turn to take the title, when the California-located Mountain Pass mine became
the world’s leading producer of rare earth
minerals. Today, even though some of these
sources are still producing rare earths,
China has taken the lead. The country’s
mines produce a whopping 97percent of
the world’s supply of rare earths. The bulk
of this is produced in Inner Mongolia, most
especially in the Bayan Obo mining town,
whose mines are said to contain the largest
deposits of rare earth yet found.

Uses of rare earth minerals

Science has known of the existence of
rare earth minerals for quite some time, as
discussed in the previous section. However,
the fact that they were very hard to process
and separate limited their usage. In recent
years, however, thanks to new and effective
processing and separation methods, the applications of rare earth elements and minerals have grown apace.
Rare earth minerals are now key components of rare earth magnets, catalytic
converters, superconductors, hybrid-car
magnets and batteries, certain types of
communication systems (optical-fiber systems require erbium-doped fiber amplifiers), plasma television sets, mobile phones,
wind turbines, nuclear batteries, computer
memories, lasers and the like. Importantly,
many applications of rare earths are de-

fense-related. For example,
the propulsion system of
the American Arleigh Burkeclass destroyers, as well as a certain type
of radar used in warships that are equipped
with the Aegis Combat System, an integrated naval weapons system used by the navies
of the United States, Japan, Norway, South
Korea and Spain, with Australia soon to follow. Moreover, in many of these key applications, no substitute exists for rare earths.
These key applications for rare earth minerals have made them extremely strategically important for many nations across the
globe. However, the fact that they are not
only scarce but also found in such concentrations in so few areas around the world is
cause for concern.

The political economy of rare
earth minerals

Thanks to their increasing importance in
a wide range of cutting-edge applications—
many of which are strategically important—nations the world over are embracing
rare earth minerals. However, the fact that
experts say that demand is soon to outstrip
supply, combined with the fact that current
production is so dominated by one nation,

Factoids
• -In an article on hybrid cars and their
use of rare earths, Reuters said that in
a few years, the global demand for rare
earths is expected to outstrip existing
supply by 40,000 tons annually unless
significant new sources come online.
• China.org said in June 2010 that demand for rare earths in the past decade has tripled to 120,000 tons in the
past ten years.
• However, China.org added that the
price of rare earths has not risen commensurate to the increase in demand,
the price having gone up by only a little over 20percent from 1979 prices.
is giving many nations pause for thought.
Ostensibly to protect its scarce natural
resources and protect its environment from
further degradation, China has in the past
announced rare-earth smuggling crackdowns and export regulations. As reported
by Manufacturing.net last September 2009,
China announced that it would reduce its
export quota of rare earths to 35,000 tons
yearly from 2010 to 2015. In June 2010
China.org reported that two Chinese government bodies, namely the National Development and Reform Commission and
the Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology, had crafted a draft plan to limit
rare earth mineral mining to only a few
selected State-owned enterprises (SOEs). In
addition, China Daily said in October 2010
that China was to further reduce quotas for
rare earth exports by 30 percent to further
guard against over-exploitation.
Such actions have made it very hard for
many countries and sectors to acquire the
rare earths they increasingly need from
a source that is becoming increasingly
strict regarding the amounts of rare earth
it is willing to sell—a problem that some

Continued on Page 31
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There and Back
Again: Reverse
Brain Drain and
Asian Nations
By Anuradha Shukla

T

ime was when “brain
drain”—the emigration of skilled labor
en masse from developing
countries to more developed nations due to the desire for better opportunities
or to flee political instability and economic uncertainty, and synonymous with
“human capital flight”—was
a problem faced by developing nations.
In more recent times a reverse trend
has become apparent, that of “reverse
brain drain.” As the terms suggests, this
trend involves the departure of skilled labor and other human capital from developed nations to less developed countries.
The global technology industry is one of

the industries around the world that is being the most significantly affected by this
ongoing trend.
The importance of talented and skilled
immigrants to developed countries has
long been apparent. As discussed by Vivek
Wadhwa in the article “A Reverse Brain
Drain,” published in the spring 2009 edition of the Issues in Science and Technology journal, the strength of the economy
of the United States is dependent upon
the creation of new companies and the
development of innovative services and
products. Skilled immigrants, says Wadhwa, have been instrumental in providing these essential services to the United
States through their rapidly expanding
role as high-tech inventors and entrepreneurs.
Wadhwa goes on to say that from the
period of 2000 to 2008, even as immigrants continued to make ever more important contributions to the development
of American high technology, evidence
began to surface of reverse brain drain.
Thanks to the development of high-technology industries in their home countries
(and considerable incentives dangled by
many of these nations to encourage skilled
human capital to seek opportunities with
them), as well as the rosier prospects presented by booming nations such as India
and China vis-à-vis the economic problems
persisting in Western nations, an increasing number of skilled workers—Asian
émigrés as well as Americans in search of
brighter economic prospects—have been
making a beeline for Asian nations.

Factoids
• Wadhwa says that in the closing
decades of the 20th century, approximately 80 percent of Chinese and Indian nationals who earned Ph.D.s in
mathematics, science, technology and
engineering fields in American universities elected to stay in the United
States.
• The reverse of this trend is rapidly becoming apparent. For instance, industry estimates, quoted by the BBC, state
that over 60,000 Indian professionals—mostly IT professionals—elected
to return to India in 2009 alone.
• The Wadhwa study finds that visa
or residency permit status is not a
significant factor in influencing reverse brain drain. Fully 27 percent of
the study’s Indian respondents and 34
percent of its Chinese respondents—
all returnees to their home nations—
either held permanent resident status
or were American citizens.
As a BBC News article regarding the
trend explains, the lure of the West is
wearing off thanks to the rapid pace of
development in those Asian nations that
have managed to do well despite the recession. This is as true for fresh graduates
as it is for those who have left their home
nations in the past to seek out better

Continued on Page 26
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What the
Southeast
Asian
Games Did
for Laos
By Priyanka Sharma

L

aos in its successful aftermath of hosting the
southeast Asian Games
is on the fast track to development
The government of Laos believes that the
Southeast Asian Games are a magnifi¬cent
point to reiterate the immense reach and
power of sports. By hosting the most prestigious games of the region, Laos has finally set foot on the world map.
For a long time, it remained cloistered between the eleven other nations,
depend¬ing entirely on exporting its rich
natural resources along with being one of
the last torchbearers of a political dogma
that tru¬ly belongs to the previous century. Laos or the ‘little brother’ today has
truly arrived in the economic sense because a nation of six million people have
played host to one of the truly spectacular
and meaningful games of the region.
With the spectacular opening of the
games, beamed live into billions and
tril¬lions of homes all over the world,
Laos made people sit up and finally get
its due as an important nation of the region. A classic example of a conventional
inter¬national political entity-land locked,
with a stagnant political ideology; Laos
has fi¬nally broken the mould of being
a politi¬cal midget in the geographic region and is on the threshold of becoming a
power to reckon with in the near future.
Laos today is rife with excitement.
Tour¬ists captivated by the virgin landscapes of the country they saw during the
games and the related promos are today
explor¬ing the region and contributing
to the fur¬ther streamlining of the infrastructure for future tourism.
Though the country remains depen¬dent
on the bigger brothers of the region, such
as China for the expertise and the resources to build the games infrastruc¬ture and
the financing from eleven other neighbors, things today are a vast contrast.
What has happened is this: the national pride has been assuaged. Laos’ people
to¬day are proud of who they are and
show tremendous enthusiasm in show
casing their country now. Second, there is
strate¬gic patronage. Politically, China is
fast be¬coming the mentor while Thailand
stakes claim to be the cultural and historical pre¬decessor. In the struggle between
the two regional giants, Laos is poised to
create its own identity.
To Laos, the next decade is critical. old
political patterns are evolving into mod26 | A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT

ern business models, for the country to
achieve its own independent stance. In addition to the great abundance of natural
resources in the region, a political will is
creating the right infrastructure, to create
a great skilled manpower that can help in
processing the resources rather than exporting raw materials. Economics dictates
that there is greater wealth cre¬ation if the
resources can be retained and the country
gradually be¬comes a services provider.
Sustaining the growth of the tourism
industry is the key to Laos’ growth. All
its neighbors are magnificent examples
of how the economy can be bolstered by
this industry. Learning from their neighbors, political will is fast-tracking investment, creating structures for knowledge
domain and estab¬lishing itself as a niche
international tourist destination to bring
in the expensive green bucks to fuel its
own growth. A-P
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opportunities in the West. In the past,
fully 90 percent of graduates from the Indian Institutes of Technology (IIT) headed
to America and other developed nations
to find work. This is no longer the case
nowadays. Many of these fresh graduates
elect to find employment in their home
nations’ booming tech sectors—helped, it
must be said, by the fact that many policies
enacted by Western nations have made it
less than advantageous for foreign labor
to seek employment in said nations. Wadhwa mentions the fact that US President
Barack Obama signed an economic stimulus law that includes a provision making
it hard for some companies to hire non-US
citizens.
But over and above monetary consid-

erations for the ongoing reverse brain
drain are those that have to do with other
important considerations—cultural and
otherwise. The BBC article mentions that
many returnees have children and would
prefer to raise them in their own home
culture, and/or elect to return home to
care for aging parents and other family
members and be closer to friends—illustrating the importance and power of cultural influence among and for Asians. A-P
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Dr. Nick Morgan

dience and time. Humor is disarming, but
will backfire for bad news: context matters.
A great speech has the right speaker, audience and subject.

by victor fic

As for content, do you agree
that technocrats overwhelm
the audience and instead [should]
offer [only] one key point fully
supported?

Dr. Nick Morgan is one of America’s top communication theorists and coaches. He helps people to
think clearly – and then articulate with panache. His clients span the CEOs of Fortune 500 companies
such as Warner Brothers; those testifying to Congress; and guests on the Today Show. He has spoken,
led conferences, and moderated panels at global venues. His acclaimed book is Working the Room (Harvard, 2003) and his new book is Trust Me (Jossey-Bass, 2009). See Public Words, at www.publicwords.com for more.
Nick gave this exclusive interview to Victor Fic, our special correspondent for economics and politics.

Nick, what qualifies you to be a coach
of public speaking?
I earned a Ph.D. in rhetoric from the University of Virginia and wrote speeches for the Governor of Virginia
for 2 years and taught [rhetoric] at Princeton and Harvard. And I have run my own communications company, Public Words Inc, since 1997, coaching hundreds
of CEOs and business leaders, politicians, educational figures, and celebrities.

What is the one key purpose
of public speaking?
Public speaking is a wonderful opportunity to move
an audience to action. Especially in this virtual age,
where more meetings occur online or via video conference, people should be eager to speak to a present group
for far better communication.

You have worked with some famous organizations such as Harvard’s Kennedy School of
Government. What did you do there?
I taught mid-career fellows at the Kennedy School about
persuasive communications. The key lessons? Every speech is
an opportunity to persuade an audience to action, not an information dump. Audiences can’t remember much, but they can
be moved to action. Second, body language always overrides content. If a leader claims that his company is growing, but his body
language appears nervous, the audience will disbelieve him.

Explain your role in the US Army.
I worked with intelligence researchers, particularly on how to persuade no-nonsense army officers to try new intelligence ideas; how to be
authoritative and confident without antagonizing superiors.

Many famous speakers started out inept and erred.
Can you relate any embarrassing or funny stories
about how you learned the hard way?
When I first started teaching, I was very enthusiastic, but my students
were not - some fell asleep. So I studied how to present to many audiences effectively - they awakened! For instance, to engage an audience, understand its problem and relate it to your expertise. Then
offer a solution.

Some scoff that the real skills that a business
leader must have are being competitive, innovative with products, understanding the market,
etc. Really, how important is public speaking for
a corporate leader?
All those are important, but if a leader can’t communicate
what the employees must do and why, no good idea will bear
fruit and the leader cannot move his followers to action.

Who are some of the great
corporate speakers today and why?
Steve Jobs of Apple is because he extensively prepares and
[he has a lot of] passion. Passion appropriately expressed makes
speakers charismatic. Because our brains are wired to remember
things with emotions attached, we recall passionate speakers,
not ones hiding their emotions - they are doomed to be ineffective.

What is the single most important factor, or
factors, that makes for a great public speaker?
Passion, but more, express it appropriately for a particular au28 | A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT

Audiences only remember between 10
- 30 percent of the words. Public speaking
does not convey much information. I often
work with experts, scientists, IT people, engineers and medical professionals with very
sophisticated information. We work hard to
find elegant, clear and compelling [ways to]
communicate, boiling it down to [a] few essential messages. Knowing what to omit is
as important as knowing what to put in.

On delivery, your goal is to be
an “authentic” speaker. Can you
explain what this means?
An authentic speaker is believed because
he shows sincere emotions from the heart.
We are subjected to so much spin and marketing that we crave authenticity. The challenge for business people is to find their
humanity within the corporate message. It
often means sincerely telling personal stories that connect you to the enterprise.

Is the key to being sincere
eye contact?
It is important, but even more so is whole
body listening. We move fast today and listen with half of our minds. We signal this
by turning away from the talker because we
think we’ve heard the important point or
we’re impatient. So I recommend listening
by standing very still with your torso leaning toward the other until he is done. Then
paraphrase his message to ensure you heard
accurately - only then respond.

You claim to teach charisma.
Really?! Isn’t this like sex appeal
-- you got it or you ain’t?
No. Charisma can be learned by focusing an emotion for a particular meeting,
speech, or occasion, and then delivering it
appropriately. The second half is listening
to your audience, who find close attention
charismatic.

Nick, explain how to deliver passion tactfully versus emotionally?
Passion is tactful when appropriate to
the occasion and audience. A politician
might get angry about injustice at a public
rally with thousands, but that overwhelms
a small room with 20 reporters. So he must
scale down the emotion for the audience
and the setting.

You insist words lag behind body
language. How, and so what?
Yes, brain research shows that we have
an intent or emotion deep within [our] unconsciousness, [we] then begin to gesture
and only later form a conscious thought. So
our gestures are the first indication [of our
intent]. We humans quickly and accurately
decode body language unconsciously and
sense that a person looks fake if they get the
order wrong or if the two are not aligned.

What are the worst possible gestures and the best ones?
Gestures depend on the moment and intended meaning, so are not bad or good. But

they are usually delighted.

When I first started
teaching, I was very
enthusiastic, but my
students were not
- some fell asleep.
So I studied how to
present to many audiences effectively they awakened!
never cross or fold your arms across your
chest- it looks closed and defensive.

Your site shows you dressed
as nattily as an actor,but Bill Gates
looks casual - no tie, casual hair.
He appears honest and real - could
you assess him?
I heard Bill speak and though he is not
a comfortable speaker, he is highly introverted and a nervous, twitchy speaker,his
body language signals discomfort, but his
intelligence shines so if you just listen: he is
highly enlightening.

To help the nervous nellies,
what is your fail safe tip if the
speech goes “horribly wrong.”
Stop speaking, take the audience’s temperature, and ask for questions and comments [can] help.

And that will get you back on
track?
Yes, it gives [you] time to understand and
fix the error. If all else fails, remember that
all welcome an early finish!

What if the audience is hostile?
Audiences are rarely hostile. It is usually
because an issue strongly divides it. Handle
the hostility by thoughtfully discussing the
other view point and giving it credence before debunking it. But if you knock down
a “straw man” of the other side or mock
it or dismiss it, then the audience will be
hostile.

Does the question period expose
the truly talented speaker - he can
refute or neutralize attacks?
It’s trickier during an unscripted Q and
A and always difficult to handle public attacks. There are several responses. Complimenting the attacker, for instance, may
surprise and defuse him.

Our Asian readers get especially
nervous when asked questions.
What are the key points for the Q
and A?
When answering, start with the headline
or one sentence answer. Then give several
reasons for it. Then repeat the headline.
That keeps the answer simple and focused.
You can also truthfully say, “I don’t know
the answer, but can study it and get back to
you.” Or ask the audience for help because

Will training create cookie cutter
speakers with the same personality and approach?
No. Training allows the individual to express himself uniquely and effectively and
shows the authentic self, which is always
interesting.

Could you assess technology such
as video conferencing and Power
Point presentations as speakers’
assets.
Each takes practice, practice, practice.
Technology permits better communication,
but is not an end in itself. Too many speakers focus on their Power Point slides, filling them full of motion, noise and clutter
[therefore] communication is less likely to
succeed.

Our readers are international:
Koreans, Chinese, Europeans and
Americans. Is there a global mode
for all - say the Obama style?
Each individual must take the best of his/
her culture as a basis for an authentic communication style. There is no one style for
everyone. But the tactful expression of passion, according to local cultural norms, is
always most interesting.

Bill Clinton and Obama persuade
because they tie a big, abstract
theme like political change to
their life and tell a story over
stats or a lecture. What is your
assessment of this method?
Yes, your theme must resonate with
many, so tell stories. If you just focus on
yourself, however, you will turn off your
audience.

Have you worked with Asian
clients, if so who and how?
I’ve worked with some Asian business
people in the US and Europe and in Tokyo. I
would love to do more!

Many Asians especially hate
public speaking, for example
juniors before seniors. How do
you conquer fear of rejection?
Control your breathing to calm [your]
nerves. But there is no substitute for knowing your subject thoroughly and preparing:
practice, practice.

When you say breathing, be
specific, do you mean meditation?
Breathing is important because it provides a strong voice and grounded emotions. We breathe shallow gasps when nervous and that signals the brain and starts
a vicious cycle. So breathe deeply, expanding the belly with air and holding it in with
the diaphragmatic muscles. Your shoulders
should not go up and down.

What is your outstanding
contribution to the art of speaking?
My first book starts with the words that
the only reason to give a speech is to change
the world. That phrase is often re-quoted
globally. My second book, Trust Me, shows
how recent brain research flips upside
down many commonsense assumptions
about communications. I was the first to apply these insights. A-P
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Digital
Revolution
in India
by Rajani Baburajan

C

an the Indian government declare 20102020 as the Digital
Decade and achieve fresh
broadband targets?
Considering the mobile phone surge in
India, which boasts around 8-9 percent GDP
growth, the performance of the broadband
segment is dismal. Despite the known benefits of broadband, India had just 10.29 million broadband connections in the country at
the end of September 2010. The main broadband growth is still coming from urban areas
and the rural population is a neglected one.
The Indian broadband revolution has a
history of more than six years. The revolution started following the announcement of
a broadband policy in 2004 by the telecom
regulator TRAI (Telecom Regulatory Authority of India). The Broadband Policy 2004 set
a target of 20 million broadband subscribers by 2010. Thanks to our lack of focus, the
country missed its 2010 target.
The Telecom Ministry, which is undergoing too many challenges in the wake of the
2G spectrum scam probe, is yet to announce
a broadband target for 2020. The industry
may be okay even if it does not have any target, but the country can not afford to miss
100 percent broadband penetration. Can we
have “broadband for all”?
According to TRAI, the net broadband addition per month is just 0.2 to 0.3 million
in contrast to around 15-18 million mobile
connections per month. Mobile took off because the telecom sector could remove the
entry barriers. Costs came down in recent
years to further support the growth. Plus,
operators enjoyed great incentives from the
government.
Indian operators did not focus on the
broadband market despite the potential
that the access market offers to the country’s economy. A World Bank report says
that a 10 percent increase in broadband
penetration helps in increasing the GDP
of a developing country by 1.38 percent.
The European Commission estimates that
broadband can create more than two million jobs in Europe by 2015, and an increase in GDP of at least EUR 636 billion.
According to a study in Brazil, broadband
added up to 1.4 percent to the employment
growth rate. In China, every 10 percent increase in broadband penetration is said to
be contributing an additional 2.5 percent
to GDP growth.
Spectrum management and reduction of
administrative barriers to network expansion will be key enablers of mobile broadband in South Africa, according to Analysys
Mason’s latest findings published in a report for the GSMA.
The report forecasts that mobile broadband and related industries will generate
30 | A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT
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1.8 percent of South Africa’s GDP (ZAR 72
billion) and as many as 28,000 jobs by 2015,
highlighting the vital contribution of this
sector to the country’s growth.
“The challenge for policymakers, regulators and operators is to ensure that data
access becomes faster and cheaper, and a
critical part of this is responsible spectrum
management,” explains Robert Schumann,
Manager at Analysys Mason.
Had we taken care of our broadband network, we could have enjoyed a better GDP.
Thanks to their efforts, countries such as
China and the U.S. have done well. China
and the USA had about 120 million and 85
million connections respectively by June
2010 as compared to India’s 10 million. In
India, the industry is disputing the number
of mobile subscribers since many operators
are sharing the number of SIMs sold in the
market and several scores of subscribers are
not active users. Is the 10 million broadband
user-base real?

Global Broadband Markets

According to ITU, while high-speed Internet access is now available in almost all
countries, fixed broadband penetration in
the developing world remains as low as 3.5
percent compared to 23 percent in developed countries.
India has been trying to catch up with
several global markets and ensure that it
will be a superpower in the next 10-20 years.
It has set several benchmarks which can not
be broken by many nations. But in the Network Readiness Index, India is nowhere. As
per data available from the World Economic Forum, India is ranked 43rd out of 133
economies in the Network Readiness Index
(NRI) during 2009–2010. The only silver lining is that the country has an impressive
11th place improvement since 2008. But it’s
not enough for improving the broadband
subscriber-base and giving access to all.
Besides this, India is in 22nd position
among 133 countries in Government success in ICT promotion. We need to do more
to improve our ICT promotion and broadband access to ensure broadband is for all
the 1 billion plus of our population.
China is becoming our role model for mobile phone growth. India is the 11th biggest

economy in the world and second fastest
growing behind our rival China. According
to a study by Morgan Stanley, Indian GDP
is likely to grow at 9-9.5 percent over 201315. This will be a remarkable period for a
matured, but developing country like India.
The middle class population will support
the ICT growth in the country.
Several leading nations such as the US,
Japan, Australia, Canada, Portugal, South Korea, Germany, Singapore and Finland have
identified broadband as a growth area. Most
of them have witnessed exciting broadband
growth in the recent past since many of them
are considering broadband as a potential infrastructure for national economic and social
growth. They have invested in broadband after developing national plans for creating a
nationwide broadband network for reaching
the unconnected areas. India is currently discussing the national broadband plan and is
expected to meet its new goals over a period
of time. Broadband for all will depend on the
country’s regulator’s latest broadband guidelines. These guidelines can be modified depending on the further debate / suggestions
from the telecom ministry.
India is yet to adopt a strong model for
broadband growth. That’s why Indian operators such as BSNL have subscribers in the
queue to get broadband access. Look at Korea. It can be the benchmark for a country
like India which is struggling to convince
the operators to tap the rural broadband
market with cost effective solutions. The
Korean government launched Cyber Korea
21, a program that offers cost effective IT
education to groups like housewives, the
elderly, and the disabled. To support this,
Korea had also announced e-government
programs, investing US$ 24 billion in a national fiber backbone that provides more
than 28,000 government departments and
agencies with fast broadband access.
For some countries broadband access is a
life line. For instance, Finland has declared
Internet as a legal right.

Broadband for all:
What It Can Do?

According to a recent FICCI-KPMG Report
‘Broadband for All’ reveals that telecom
companies, whose operating margins are

under pressure due to usage of multiple
SIMs, multiple tariff corrections and rising
competition, are keenly awaiting the rollout of 3G and BWA services. According to
FICCI, the present phase is exciting for the
telecommunication industry. The industry
feels that 3G and BWA rollout will help reinvigorate the aggressive growth that the industry has witnessed in the past two years.
“The rural market is expected to drive the
next round of growth for the voice-based
services, while data services will create the
much needed churn within the maturing
urban markets,” Amit Mitra, Secretary General, FICCI, said.
“Improving broadband penetration in
the country has emerged as the need of the
hour. Strong government support coupled
with key initiatives from the private operators will help ensure connectivity for the
remotest parts of the country and will further the government’s agenda of providing
basic healthcare, banking and e-governance
facilities to all,” Romal Shetty, Head of Telecom, KPMG India.
The primary aim of the ‘Broadband for
All’ movement is to ensure that all Indians
are able to connect with the world and are
able to remotely access basic facilities like
health, education, banking, commerce,
entertainment, utility and e-governance
services to enhance their quality of life, according to KPMG.

Can it deliver?

The Indian market has huge potential
if the government has the right policies.
According to TRAI’s broadband policy recommendations, the broadband growth is
slow and biased in favor of urban areas.
More than 60 percent broadband subscribers are in the top 10 metros and tier-I cities
and over 75 percent connections are in top
30 cities. Around 5 percent of the connections are in rural areas which is very low as
compared to 31 percent of total mobile telephone connections in rural areas. Internet
services through non-broadband connections have penetrated well in smaller cities
and towns (with populations of less than 0.5
million). In these cities, Internet usage has
grown from 5 percent in 2000 to 36 percent

Continued from Page 24

experts say approximates that faced by
most of the non-petroleum-consuming
world during the oil shocks of the past.
However, plans are continuing apace to
help these producers and industries continue to make use of rare earths.

Sourcing rare earth minerals in
the new millennium
According to the BBC in an article published last November 2010, three efforts are
under way to help firms and industries that
require rare earths but are struggling due to
sourcing difficulties.
The first has to do with the diversification of supply through the development
of other potential sources of rare earths.
In 2009 the New York Times reported that
searches for alternative sources of rare
earth minerals in places such as the United
States, Australia, Brazil, South Africa and
Canada—some once and former top rareearth sources, others new and untapped—

HOW MOBILE BROADBAND
CAN CONTRIBUTE
• Consumer / Retail (m-Advertising,
m-Entertainment, m-Commerce): 82
percent increase in mobile broadband
enabled revenue to Rs.187 billion
• Financial Services (m-Banking): 67
percent increase in mobile broadband
enabled revenue to Rs. 205 billion
• Social Services (m-Learning, mHealth, m-Government): 101 percent
increase in mobile broadband enabled
revenue to Rs. 63 billion
• Corporate / Verticals (m-Farming,
m-Enterprise, m-Utilities): 60 percent
increase in mobile broadband enabled
revenue to Rs. 60 billion
SOURCE: Analysys Mason-GSMA
in 2009. Smaller towns have overtaken the
top 8 metros in terms of Internet usage.
India needs huge investments. The U.S.
and U.K .governments have committed
huge funds for broadband development.
Since many private service providers are going slowly on their broadband roll outs in
India, the investment should come from the
government. “The investment to roll out
broadband network (core/middle-mile and
access infrastructure) to cover all 250,000
villages in India will be Rs 39,700 crore,”
according to Analysys Mason report.
A GSMA study says that increasing
broadband penetration by 1 percent will
contribute Rs.162 billion to India’s GDP by
2015. There are several hurdles in the way
of achieving the growth. Delivering widespread mobile broadband access across rural and urban areas of the country will be
important for the government to reach its
national broadband target of 100 million
subscribers by 2014, especially as India has
already missed the 20 million broadband
user-base target for 2010.
“India is one of the growth markets
for mobile broadband. GSM-based Mobile
Broadband technologies have built a global
were ongoing. The United States Geological
Survey) (USGS) said in 2010 that the United
States has 13 million metric tons of rare
earth elements. The Mountain Pass mine
in California, the world’s leading source
of rare earths half a century ago and now
owned by American firm Molycorp Minerals, is to reopen in 2011. In addition, Japanese markets received a boost when Vietnam signed an agreement to supply Japan
with rare earths from one of its own sites.
Additionally, as reported by the Financial
Times last November 2010, Japan has also
inked a tentative deal with Australia to
purchase rare earths from them.
The second effort, on the other hand, involves the increased efficiency of the industrial processes that make use of rare earths.
As reported by BBC News last November
2010, it was revealed that at the National
Institute for Materials Science (NIMS) in
Tsukuba, efforts were underway to develop
new manufacturing methods that made
use of less amounts of rare earths. The
NIMS efforts, for instance, involved the use

ecosystem and vast economies of scale that
will deliver affordable internet access, spanning rural and urban areas of India,” said
Jaikishan Rajaraman, Senior Director, Asia
Pacific, GSMA.
According to Analysys Mason, allocating an extra 5MHz of 3G spectrum per licensee could increase mobile broadband
penetration by more than 35 percent, resulting in 160 million 3G users by 2015.
This will also increase broadband penetration by 3.3 percent which will result in an
additional Rs. 538 billion to India’s GDP
by 2015. By this time, mobile broadband
could contribute Rs. 2,190 billion to the
domestic economy.
To ensure that broadband is consumed
by all in the next few years, the government
can step up its efforts on ICT education. At
present, around 14.25 percent schools have
computers, while only 6.01 primary schools
have computers. The industry feels that
all the upper primary and higher secondary schools may have computers by 2012.
All these schools will require at least 2 Mb
broadband connections. India needs more
visionaries to support broadband growth.

DETAILED BRIEF

India is looking for broadband for all in the
next few years. This can be done if the government steps up its investment in broadband,
releases spectrum as per operator needs, offers
incentives to equipment vendors, ensures affordable gadgets and Internet packages to consumers. The present system is not encouraging operators to go for massive roll outs. BWA and 3G
may be helpful to achieve its next goals. There
are several overseas countries which have implemented national broadband plans. Korea can be
a benchmark for India. A-P
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of lasers to minutely and precisely shave
the surface of rare earth magnets, important for use in electric motors, one atom
layer at a time.
The third effort has to do with recycling
the trace amounts of rare earths in various
components—used cars, electronics and the
like—and selling them to specialist companies in a process informally referred to as
“urban mining.” Japan, said one recycler,
has a long and distinguished history as regards recycling, making it one of the best
nations to initiate a process designed to
recover these minute yet exceedingly valuable substances. A-P
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Indian Telecom
Again in Turmoil
By NK Goyal, President
CMAI - www.cmai.asia

by Rajani Baburajan

T

T

he globe is round and
so is the Indian tele
com sector. We are
back to square one in India
as far as the telecom sector
is concerned.

Up From Down:
The State
of Japanese
Broadband
Today
By Kevin Liu

A

fter a year in the doldrums, the quality of
Japanese broadband
has zoomed back to the top
of the rankings.
A 2010 report by Said Business School of
Oxford University, as reported by Telecom
Asia, has ranked the country third in terms
of global broadband quality this year, behind South Korea and Hong Kong. In 2008,
Japan enjoyed a first-place ranking, but in
2009 it fell to seventh place.
According to the report, average download throughput in 2010 improved by 42
percent to 24 Mbps, while upload throughput increased by 61 percent to 12 Mbps.
As a matter of fact, Fernando Gil de
Bernabe, a senior director at Cisco, was
quoted by the report as saying that Japan
was arguably first in the ranking when certain factors were considered, such as relatively low urban density vis-à-vis other developed countries, large size and dispersed
population. The numbers seem to bear this
observation out, as Japan boasts a 66 percent broadband penetration rate and 18.6
million subscribers of Fiber to the Home
(FTTH) services.
32 | A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT

In terms of average net speed by region,
in a similar report released by Akamai earlier in 2010, Japan was found to have the
third highest average net speed at 7.8 Mbps,
behind South Korea’s 12 Mbps and Hong
Kong’s 9 Mbps. In addition, in terms of
cities, the Akamai report found that more
than half of the top 100 fastest wired cities
are located in Japan.
But Japan is not resting on its laurels—
far from it. Numerous plans are afoot to further improve the state of broadband in the
country. For instance, as reported by Japan
Today, in November 2010 Softbank Corporation floated a five-year, 500-billion yen plan
to work with competitors NTT and KDDI in
order to construct a system of fiber-optic
cables throughout the country—a so-called
“broadband super highway”—to replace existing phone lines. Softbank CEO Masayoshi
Son submitted this proposal to the government for consideration.
And the need is definitely there for Japan
to enact certain improvements. A 2009-2010
survey conducted by the World Economic
Forum (WEF), the Networked Readiness Index 2009-2010, has rated Japan disappointingly low. The country came in only 21st in
this key survey.
Masayoshi Son, discussing Softbank’s
proposal, said that a wireless system was
of course an alternative, but various technical hurdles, as well as sheer cost, made
the selection of a hardwired network a
more viable solution. There would appear
to be significant opportunities in the Japanese market for expansion in the mobilebroadband domain; as mentioned in the
Telecom Asia report, the quality of mobile
broadband in Japan is ranked just 28th in
the world, far behind that of its world-class
fixed-line counterpart.
And similar developments appear to be
in the wings for mobile Japanese broadband as well. Softbank, according to Mobile in Japan’s Paul Papadimitriou in an article written in October 2010, may soon be

Factoids
• The Telecom Asia report quoted earlier states that 80 percent of Japan’s
18.6 million FTTH subscribers have access to 200 Mbps download speeds.
• In its own report, Akamai found that
the top twenty fastest wired cities in
the world are either from Japan or
South Korea (except for 18th-ranked
Swedish city Umea).
• As quoted by Japan Today, Softbank
CEO Masayoshi Son reported that Japan has 40 million conventional phone
lines; if his proposal is approved by
the Japanese government, these lines
could be replaced with fiber optics in
five years.

making a bid for ascendancy in the mobilebroadband arena as well. The company,
said Papadimitriou, may be looking to purchase bankrupt mobile operator Willcom
in order to gain access to Willcom’s four
million subscribers and 2.5GHz license in
order for Softbank to become even more
competitive in the crowded mobile-broadband market in Japan. A-P
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It all started when we realized that getting national telephone connections takes
several years. The Government opened up
the sector to private investment in 1994.
Several companies came in and invested
heavily. Then it was realized that due to
the heavy cost of bidding, the operators
were not able to invest and grow and now
a large number of legal cases are pending
in various courts. The Government realized
clearly that the purpose of Government is
not to earn revenue from the telecom sector, but to provide connectivity to all at
the most affordable prices. Then came the
historical decision, for the first time in National Telecom Policy (NTP) 99, to do away
with the committed payments from operators and turn all of them into a revenue
sharing business. At the same time all out
cases were withdrawn and also the difference between Fixed Line and Wireless was
removed and the concept of Universal Service known as UASL came in. The applications for licenses were made open, as and
when the applicant desires, and licenses
were to be given regularly. Licenses were
also issued on various dates from 2001.
During this time, the Government did earn
revenue from this scheme, but by way of
revenue sharing and not as single direct
fees for spectrum. No auction was held.
The Government introduced new telecom operators in order to bring competition, the success of which has been seen by
all in tariffs getting as low as one paisa for
nine seconds, the cell phone available as
low as Rs 700/- and in reach of every citizen
on the road. Further, the STD concept has
vanished due to a recent BSNL initiative to
lower tariffs on mobile phones as well.
Now, everybody, including media consultants was shouting from the rooftop
that the Government should have earned
huge revenues. There were several figures
making the rounds, from Rs 33,000 Crores
to Rs 1, 76,000 Crores. Nobody is talking of
the NTP 99. Nobody is talking of the need
to reach the poorest citizen in the country.
The Department of Telecom has issued
notices for cancellation of licenses due to
purported delay in roll out obligations. It is
a matter of fact that there have been delays
in roll out by all operators ever since the
process of liberalization started. This is due
to the normal delays in getting frequency,
clearance for sites, land acquisition, numbering plans, delays in site acquisition, and
right of way from State Governments. Nobody is concerned that investments have
already been made and there are specific

provisions in licenses relating to cancellations. We are again heading for litigation
and turmoil and a bad name world over
that will affect the FDI and investment.
It is a fact on the record that the spectrum has always been given free, as and
when it is put to use, some revenue sharing is done at the rate of 2 to 6 percent. In
the context of the sale of the 2G spectrum,
1600 odd Crores ruppes is the fee to secure
the license, after which one is free to provide Fixed Line or wireless service or ISP.
The Government, due to popular demand,
reduced the revenue charges in order to
make the service more affordable to all. So
it is a great paradox that on one side the
Government of India is asked to reduce the
charges payable to government to make
the service affordable to the lowest strata
of the society and on the other side, hue
and cry is made on the ground of revenue
loss to the Government because spectrum
was not sold to the highest bidder. How can
you have your cake and eat it too?
If Government, parliamentarians, the
media and people of India at large are
concerned only about the revenues for the
Government, then why not simply increase
the revenue sharing of the government to
perhaps be as high as 50--70 percent. The
government of India can then earn billions
of rupees . Who cares if service is available
to the poor or not? Why care for service to
the poor whenthe sole aim should be to
earn profit? And why should there not be
100 percent FDI allowed to operators? The
Government of India could earn billions
of dollars by awarding licenses to foreign
companies
Today, we have lost sight of the bigger
vision of Telecom Policy. This is not good
for the telecom sector especially for investment and growth.
When people talk of the 2G auction,
they fail to bring out the fact that nowhere
in the world had 2G auctions been held to
date. 3G was auctioned everywhere in the
world and nowhere questioned their Government as to why 2G was not auctioned.
India is unique in its diversity and democracy, as also in controversial hypes, when it
comes to the telecom sector
Down the line, hardly anybody is concerned for the poor customer. We have lost
sight of the essential services like railways,
hospitals, infrastructure, defense, security
where revenue is not the consideration.
And NTP 99 provided telecom in the same
line. Of course the people of India have the
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he Google searches
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is not showing too much
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Neither is it bothered about the ongoing friction between North and South Korea. Most Indians do not give attention to
foreign affairs because India is an
emerging nation
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“Google Zeitgeist 2010 is a real reflection of the spirit of the nation. It offers
a unique perspective on the year’s major events and hottest trends based on
searches that Indians did online,” said
Vinay Goel, Head of Products, Google
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It’s Time to
Shine for Web
and Mobile
Apps in Asia
By Kevin Liu

A

ppearing to go hand
in hand with the resilient popularity of
the devices that use them in
Asia, web and mobile apps
appear to be on the verge of
even greater success in the
future.
The stage seems to be set for these apps,
prominent though they may already be in
the region, to scale new heights of success
very soon.
As revealed in a ReadWriteWeb article,
a study commissioned by mobile app store
operator GetJar and run by consulting firm
Chetan Sharma Consulting has projected
the volume of the mobile-app market to
reach $17.5 billion by 2012. Said growth
is also projected to go hand in hand with
a corresponding increase in the number
of mobile application downloads, which
are seen to balloon to nearly 50 billion by
2012 from a little over 7 billion last year.
This development has been spurred by the
overwhelming popularity of smartphones
such as Apple’s iPhone and those running
Google’s Android operating system.
GetJar founder and chief executive officer, Ilja Laurs, further predicted that the
34 | A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT

future success of mobile devices would
spell the end of desktop Internet, and that
mobile apps play a key role in this future
success. Should this indeed be the case, the
Asian region would appear to be ahead.
Apps, found the study, are most popular in
Asia, accounting for 37 percent of the global
download total this year.
Other experts agree, also expecting the
use of web applications in the region to
grow rapidly in 2011 and perhaps beyond
as well. As reported in CMS Wire, the fact
that the BPO industries in China, the Philippines and India are booming means more
and more organizations in the region are
electing to use web services or applications
as ecosystems to help their partners, clients
and employees coordinate and communicate. This is also due to the fact that the
countries in this region lack the adequate
infrastructure for these surging businesses.
More and more applications are being seen
migrating to the Web, and dramatic growth
in the adoption of these applications is to be
expected in the coming years.
This development is also going hand
in hand with the surge of the number of
services being delivered over the cloud.
Clients switching to web apps realize a
pressing need to make use of cloud-based
solutions in order to enjoy true scalability
and consistent performance and, by doing
so, overcome the inherent weaknesses of
infrastructure inadequacy. In addition,
the rise of these services will only further
stimulate the increased utilization of mobile devices for such uses as multimediacontent streaming; application download,
installation and use; and social networking, among others.
Indicative of the growing popularity of
web and mobile apps is the sheer breadth
and variety of apps available nowadays. At
the recently concluded Accelerate 2010, a
mobile and tech industry event held in Singapore, the top 50 apps (either developed in

Factoids
• The GetJar mobile-app study noted
that over the past 12 months, the
number of app stores or venues for
the download of mobile apps has increased drastically, from 8 to 38—an
increase of 375 percent—and more are
expected to be launched soon.
• The GetJar study also found that the
average app selling price is $0.10 in
Asia, behind $0.20 in South America
and $1.09 in North America.
• Research company research2guidance has determined that the application market for smartphones is
to grow from $1.94 billion (2009) to
$15.65 billion (2013).

Asia or primarily targeting Asian markets)
were given distinction based on nominations and votes from mobile and web app
users, and from this 50 a further 10 winners were singled out by distinguished
judges. The apps that won ran the gamut
from social marketplace apps to simple
business-chat applications for websites and
everything in between—indicative of the
robustness of existing app markets and
serving as a harbinger for developments in
the near future. A-P
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Can Synthetically
Made Electrode
Materials
Contribute to
Zero-Carbon
Batteries?

The structure and crystal
design of synthetic Montroseite
makes it the perfect anode

Xie and his team of scientists used a
straightforward hydrothermal reaction
to build nanorods that resemble a sea
urchin in structure. Essentially, these urchin look-alike nanorods have a hollow
centre and a uni-dimensional single protrusion. Additionally, these man-made
Montroseite minerals have the chemical
structure to weather much in the same
way that natural ore would weather.
Researchers were able to establish that
much like in its natural form, the artificial mineral also went through stages of
oxidation as well as de-hydrogenation in
the presence of Paramontroseite - the dioxide of Montroseite.
As a next step, Xie and his researchers
proved that the higher lithium intake by
both Montroseite and Paramontroseite
was ideal to be used in the manufacture
of anodes for lithium ion batteries using
aqueous electrolytes. According to the
creators of the mineral, this capability is
due to the convergence of two aspects. At
the microscopic level it is the structure
created by tunneled crystals and at the
macroscopic level it is the morphological
hollowness that ensured the mineral performed better than existing electrolytes.

By Vinti Vaid

Y

es is the resounding
answer if one were to
follow the work of Chinese scientists in the past
few months.

Suto Norbert | Dreamstime.com

Gujarat Launches
Asia’s First
Solar Park
at Charanka
By Vijay Asthana

T

o date, the Gujrat state
has been well known
as India’s largest milk
producing state, but now
Gujrat will have Asia’s first
and biggest solar power
park which will generate up
to 500 megawatts of power.
Narendra Modi, the Chief Minister of
Gujrat, laid the foundation stone on the
29th of December 2010. The solar power
park will be spread over 2080 hectares of
land at Charanka, which lies in the Pathan
District near the periphery of the famous
Rann of Kutch. The park’s size will allow
it to receive direct sunlight 300 days of the
year.
CM Narendra Modi is known for his innovative ideas and with this project he has
proved that he can change any adverse con36 | A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT

dition into a great advantage. This place
was seen as cursed because of its extreme
climatic conditions, but now the Gujrat Solar Power Park will change the place into a
goldmine.
Modi even added that this Gujrat Solar
Power Park is just the start of India’s race
towards adoption of eco-friendly and sustainable resources of energy.
Modi thanked the Sun God for shinning on this region and promised that he
will use this resource for producing huge
amounts of solar energy. The Gujrat Solar
Power Plant will generate almost 500 megawatts of power, which means that around
80 lakh tons of toxic carbon dioxide will
not be emitted in producing the equivalent
amount of power by more traditional methods. This project will also help in reducing
the consumption of coal and in turn reduce
other pollution.
CM Modi even added that this power
plant is built up on a huge area which was
earlier considered to be wasteland. However, now the power plant is constructed, and
with it comes employment opportunities
for the people living in the area. Modi has
even promised to facilitate training for the
youth, so that they can get jobs in the solar
power plant.
From the total area of 2080 hectares of
land used for the solar power plant almost
1000 hectares of land is Government owned
wasteland. The rest is owned by private
owners, but the government claims to have
acquired it.
The Gujrat Solar Power Plant comes

under the State Government solar power
policy of 2009. This means that the power
plant will be maintained by the Gujrat
Power Corporation Limited GPCL, which is
a public sector enterprise. GPCL will acquire
this land and then lease it to operators for a
period of 30 years.
For this very purpose the Government
has even started signing the power purchase agreements (PPA).
About 15 companies, who received the allotment papers at the launch function, will
produce around 175 megawatts of power in
the solar park while several others will produce around 933 megawatts.
As far as the construction cost is concerned, the first phase will cost 1287 crores,
and of this 351 crores will be used for the purchase of land and power infrastructure. A-P
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right to change the policy now and bring
in all these essential services to be revenue
earning machines.
Perhaps the only way out is that government and the people of India make a
conscious decision about what they want:
growth and connection for ordinary citizens or revenue to the government, and
then policy can be made accordingly.
Also, nobody is sure if we want indigenous Research and Development and manufacturing in the sector. If yes, let us reflect
on what we have done and what is needed.
Until then, let us welcome turmoil in the
telecom sector once again. A-P

A recent research and development
project for greener batteries has led to the
use of Montroseite, a mineral discovered
half a decade ago in Montrose County,
Colorado.
At the Chinese Hefei University of Science and Technology, Anhui, in November
2010 a group of scientists, led by Yi Xie,
synthetically prepared Montroseite. This
mineral is very similar in structure to the
sea urchin yet demonstrates higher electrochemical properties in comparison to
nanorod electrodes. The characteristics of
the Montroseite make it ideal for anodes
in batteries using aqueous lithium ions.

How do conventional lithium
batteries work?

Conventionally, electricity in lithium
batteries is generated when the ions flow
from the negatively charged anode to the
positively charged cathode. However, for

standard electrolyte in lithium ion batteries. These electrolytes are highly toxic
and are inflammable given the high concentration of organic charges in them.
Whereas aqueous electrolytes are safer
and are cheaper too, this makes them a
better option for use in lithium ion batteries. Besides, they have double the ion
conductivity factor and that translates
into denser power capacities in batteries
that use aqueous electrolytes to charge
the lithium ions.
However, there is one aspect that requires greater attention here. The organic
electrolytes are very stable and this is not

This mineral is very similar in structure to the sea urchin yet demonstrates
higher electrochemical properties in
comparison to nanorod electrodes. The
characteristics of the Montroseite make
it ideal for anodes in batteries using
aqueous lithium ions.
the flow of charges to be continuous a
media or an electrolyte is required. In batteries made from aqueous lithium ions,
the media is a water-based electrolyte. An
electrolyte is a chemical compound that
in solution or a molten state is able to conduct electricity.
Aqueous electrolytes are therefore a
better alternative in comparison to the

the case with aqueous solutions. Only the
right electrode will be able to optimize
the performance of the battery. And this
is where the Montroseite which can be
synthetically produced, is projected to
play a crucial role in the making of batteries that emit zero-carbon and are close to
zero-polluting.

Are Montroseite anodes the
future of lithium batteries?

In the near future, batteries using materials that will have zero carbon footprints
are on the anvil. These newer materials
will also enhance storage capabilities and
will lead to more evolved structures for
batteries using aqueous electrolytes. A-P
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India.
India is trying to be well connected with
the cellular industry. India, which has a
mobile subscriber-base of more than 650
million, searches for three leading mobile
brands -- Nokia, Samsung and Micromax,
one of the emerging handset brands in
the country.
Indian netizens continue to be movie
freaks with Kites, Endhiran and Dabangg
topping the most popular movie chart.
Amongst the fastest rising individuals in
the celebrity category, British actress Aruna Shields emerges on top followed by
Sonakshi Sinha, who made her movie debut in 2010. Other Bollywood names who
ruled the Web include Katrina Kaif, Zarine
Khan and Salman Khan.
Google studied the aggregation of billions of queries people typed into Google
search in 2010 to compile the Google India
Zeitgeist 2010. The leading search engine
used data from multiple sources, including Insights for Search, Google Trends and
internal data tools to compile its list.
India’s searches will not be different in
2011 thanks to an expected increase in salary of professionals. Indians are expected
to spend more money on entertainment
and gadgets when 3G becomes a reality
for more people across the country. Most
Indians will enjoy Internet on their phone
in the coming months. This will improve
their time spent on searches too. A-P
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Factoids
• According to the UNFCCC, the AsiaPacific region has the largest number
of CDM projects by far: 2059, or 78.95
percent of the total number of CDM
projects worldwide.
• In terms of certified emissions reduction units (CERs) issued, China is
ahead with 252,324,614 to date.
• India is in second place with
81,086,928, and South Korea third
with 60,230,034.

authored by Prof. Dilip Biswas for the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and
the Pacific, the benefits of the CDM include
a global reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, additional benefits via reduction of
other pollutants as well, the creation of a
market for carbon investment, a focus on
sustainable development, and the creation
of a venue for cooperation at many levels,
including national, sub-regional, regional
and global levels. Those who stand to
benefit from the CDM include developed,
developing and small inland countries, as
well as those whose economies are in transition, and both public and private sectors.

Implementation of the CDM in
Asia: observations from Japan

Picstudio | Dreamstime.com

Cleaning
Up and Still
Earning:
The Clean
Development
Mechanism
and Pollution
Control in Asia
By Anurag Agnihotri

A

s one of the fastest
growing regions in the
world today—and concurrently the most populous region and a region
where poverty is still prevalent—Asia is no stranger to
the limitations, problems
and negative externalities
of growth and poverty.
38 | A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT

Asian policymakers cannot seek to limit
themselves to economic growth alone precisely because other issues must be dealt
with in order for the region to truly enjoy
bona fide improvements.
One of the most pressing problems the
region faces is environmental degradation
and pollution. This, as many Asians know
all too well, has for too long been an inescapable and unavoidable consequence
of growth given the fact that most nations
in the region—even the largest and most
dynamic, such as China—are saddled with
“legacy technology” for power generation
and other key operations. This is outdated
technology that is exceedingly inefficient
and burns extremely high amounts of fossil fuels. Moreover, other problems shared
by many Asian nations, such as the infrastructural inadequacy that causes massive
traffic jams and other such problems, further exacerbate this region-wide problem.
The nations in the region have been
aware of such pressing problems for some
time already. There has been considerable
international effort and resources poured
into the creation of high-level international frameworks and agreements to help
manage polluting behavior and improve
efficiency. One of these is the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM).
This article will look at the Clean Development Mechanism, explore how it seeks
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in Asia
from the Japanese perspective, and then
explore some of the issues and challenges

that have come to the fore as this mechanism has been implemented.

The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)

According to the Clean Air Initiative for
Asian Cities, the CDM is a project-based
mechanism under the Kyoto Protocol—the
legally binding international agreement
that works to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases worldwide. The CDM is one of
the Flexible Mechanisms of this protocol,
the others being Joint Implementation and
Emissions Trading.
As defined in Article 12 of the Kyoto
Protocol, the CDM has two basic aims.
First, it exists to help countries that are
under binding greenhouse gas emissions
targets, known as Annex I countries or industrialized nations, achieve compliance
with these stated commitments. Second,
it also aims to assist countries that are
not covered by Annex I, namely developing nations, to prevent dangerous climate
change from occurring, which is the objective of the UN’s Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC), and to achieve
sustainable development as well.
As discussed in the Primer on the Clean
Development Mechanism prepared by CRL
Energy for the World Energy Council, the
development of the CDM is traceable back
to the 1980s. Scientific evidence began to
mount regarding the linkage of increased
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse
gases—carbon dioxide, hydrofluorocar-

bons, nitrous oxide and so on—to global
climate change. In reaction to this development, a global agreement to deal with the
problem was crafted under the auspices
of the United Nations General Assembly,
which established the UNFCCC in 1992 at
the Earth Summit in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil.
The UNFCCC consequently entered into
force on March 21, 1988.
The UNFCCC aims to stabilize atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration below levels pre-determined to be dangerous.
Such stabilization was to be achieved within a time period sufficient for ecosystems
to adjust, in order to prevent disruption of
global food production and not threaten
sustainable economic development.
The supreme body of the UNFCCC is
known as the Conference of Parties (COP).
This body first convened in 1995 in Berlin,
Germany and has met yearly ever since. It
is composed of over 170 nations that have
all ratified the UNFCCC, and aims to review how the UNFCCC is implemented in
each of the signatory nations, periodically
reviewing commitments in light of individual climate change program effectiveness,
new scientific findings and developments.
In December 1997, 159 nations attended the Third Conference of Parties to the
UNFCCC held in Kyoto, Japan. The nations
assembled crafted the Kyoto Protocol—the
legal instrument that would help nations
respond to any modifications in the will
to realize the UNFCCC’s objectives, as well
as new scientific findings. The Protocol
required the aforementioned Annex I nations to reduce their combined greenhouse
gas emissions by 5.2 percent from 20082012. The Primer, however, adds that these
targets have since been adjusted thanks
to economic growth, which has served to
increase emissions from industrialized nations. As a consequence, these nations have
been required to reduce their emissions by
more significant amounts.
The CDM was created by the Kyoto Protocol to offer a legal framework to allow
Annex I or industrialized nations to create what is known as “offshore” credits
through conducting projects that help nonAnnex I or developing nations manifestly
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions and
achieve sustainable development in the
long run. The CDM helps Annex I countries
to earn what are known as certified emission reduction units (CERs) by organizing
these special projects.
As outlined by a 2003 paper, entitled
“Implementation of the Clean Development Mechanism in Asia and the Pacific,”

A perspective of how the CDM impacts
nations in Asia is provided by Fujitsu Research Institute Senior Associate Hiroshi
Hamasaki in a 2004 report. He said that
from the developed-nation perspective, the
CDM is exceedingly important to offset Japan’s incredibly stringent greenhouse gas
reduction requirements under the Kyoto
Protocol. Utilizing CDM projects would be
able to help developed countries like Japan
achieve their reduction goals while being

of affecting many countries and not only
emitters, implementing CDM projects in
Asia can be seen to have favorable effects
upon pan-Asian problems such as acid
rain—thus having positive externalities
that benefit all nations across the region.

Challenges and issues posed
by the CDM for the Asia-Pacific
region

As the CDM has been implemented,
many experts have brought up challenges
and issues that may impact the effectiveness of the CDM in Asia and other regions.
For instance, the Biswas study determined
that it may take significant amounts of
time to meet the procedural requirements
for CDM projects and that any benefits that
may accrue will not be commensurate.
Next, project proponents need to be able
to agree on specific attributes for project
approval and success—general criteria or
guiding principles may cause uncertainty.
Further, baseline criteria need to be established in order to determine the emissions
levels that would occur if the CDM project
were not to be held at all in order to have
a basis for determining project effectiveness. In addition, constant checks need to

This article will look at the Clean Development Mechanism, explore how it seeks to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions in Asia
from the Japanese perspective, and then
explore some of the issues and challenges
that have come to the fore as this mechanism has been implemented.
able to maintain stable economic growth.
Failure to implement CDM projects in
Asia, said Hamasaki, would require Japan
to pay a pollution reduction cost of $107.3
per ton of carbon emitted—which would
result in a reduction of GDP by 1.1 percent.
If, however, Japan actively implemented
CDM projects, reduction costs would be
correspondingly much smaller, as low as
$4.1 per ton of carbon emitted—and would
result in far less potential economic reduction and potential social unrest as well.
However, Hamasaki added, CDM projects would be exceedingly desirable as well
for developing nations. For instance, China, which was expected to become a leading host for CDM projects, could be seen
to benefit significantly from these projects
through improving its energy security. In
addition, the study determined that the
amount of carbon gas reductions China
could enjoy from CDM projects would
be larger than that of the rest of Asia
combined—a reason that was expected to
make China extremely popular as a CDM
project host.
Last, due to the special nature of environmental problems, which have a way

be conducted to ensure that projects that
would take place even if the CDM were not
to be enacted are not credited. Yet another
challenge is that of project boundaries and
project leakage—participants will need to
be able to adequately estimate the effects
that are measurable and attributable to
the CDM and which are not. Additionally,
says Biswas, Return on Investment (ROI)
on projects (small projects may not get
adequate funding, if at all) and nations’ financial and investment climates may also
significantly affect CDM projects.
Other experts have identified certain challenges as well, such as a lack of adequate or
expert pollution-level monitoring solutions
or facilities in developing nations which
was identified by Probe International. Such
a lack makes it very hard if not impossible
to determine the effectiveness of CDM projects in reduction of polluting output. A-P
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This article will present an introduction
to bioscience and technology from the
Asian perspective and will discuss issues
and perspectives regarding the ethics of
science and technology in the region.

Bioscience and technology
in Asia

Henrischmit | Dreamstime.com

Asia’s New
Groove: The
Ethical Impact
of Bioscience
and Technology
in Asia
By Anuradha Shukla

N

owadays, in Asia as in
many other regions
across the world, science and technology are
having an immense impact
in many ways—across industries, sectors of society,
and so on.
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The consensus the world over is that the
combination of science and technology is
increasingly a powerful and viable means
to bring about economic development and
improve the quality of life for millions—
including the poorest of the poor—and in
a sustainable manner to boot.
This is as true for bioscience and biotechnology as it is for all other scientific
disciplines. Many Asian nations, increasingly aware of the importance of bioscience and biotechnology services in this
day and age, are beginning to focus on
the creation and/or enhancement of local industries that can provide these key
services to both local and international
markets.
However, it is important to realize that
the increase in influence and scope of bioscience and technology has made it vital to
ensure that advancements in these fields
strictly conform to ethical standards. The
challenge faced by Asian nations in this
day and age is how can they take full advantage of the opportunities afforded by
advancements in science and technology
yet be careful not to let unbridled scientific and technological advances run roughshod over ethical principles.

Simply put, bioscience encompasses the
branch of sciences that is concerned with
living organisms, and thus covers such diverse fields of study as botany, zoology and
biochemistry. On the other hand, biotechnology is defined as that branch of science
that makes use of living organisms and/or
the substances they produce in order to
effect improvements in the environment,
human health and other such key aspects.
A related concept, biobusiness, is business
activity that is based on this utilization of
scientific and technological know-how.
As mentioned by author P. S. Teng in
his book “Bioscience Entrepreneurship
in Asia: Creating Value with Biology,” the
21st century has increasingly been dubbed
as the “Biology Century” thanks to the
fact that many significant advances in science took place in the last half of the 20th
century—most especially in progressive
fields like molecular biology. Thus, thanks
in turn to these advancements, knowledge
has rapidly been transformed into technologies in order to create products that
can manifestly improve lives. As many
experts have noted, biotechnology has an
important role to play in socio-economic
development, thus making it of central
importance as far as developing nations
like those in Asia are concerned.
However, despite the almost incredible improvements these changes have
wrought, some issues have also come to
the fore—most significantly, as regards
the unwanted externalities or side effects
of some of these changes. For instance,
the creation of genetically modified organisms, or GMOs, by such firms as biotechnology giant Monsanto who created organisms such as special breeds of corn and
rice that were engineered to feature better
disease and pest resistance and a reduced
time to harvest, have led to problems. Although the problems associated with the
organisms such as the unwanted spread
due to increased hardiness and the transfer of genetic material to other organisms.
These have become a lightning rod for controversy and opposition, notes P. S. Teng.
In addition, it is also said that the sales and
marketing practices employed by many
of these organizations are less than ideal.
Some such organizations supposedly leverage their technological savvy to keep many
customers coming back through uncompetitive means, such as the requirement
of specific and technologically-advanced
products to keep certain GMOs under
check.
The biotechnology industry in Asia is
relatively small, but growing rapidly. A
survey on the biotechnology capacity of
the Asia-Pacific region, prepared by Sachin
Chaturvedi and Krishna Ravi Srinivas of
the Research and Information System for
Developing Countries (RIS) for the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), finds that the biotechnology industry in the region is well-established and has already begun to advance

past initial stages—this, despite the fact
that development is uneven and the gap between many Asian countries is increasing.
The authors of the RIS study say that
many positive trends as regards the state
of biotechnology in the region are quite
evident. First, there is strong support from
governments, and this is exceedingly important since systematically bringing in
such cutting-edge technology, in such a
manner that every societal sector can benefit, can only be possible with governmental support. Second, the authors report
that the human resources in the region
are well developed and are thus quite able
to service companies operating in these
high-tech industries. Third, the innovative
capacity of local industries themselves is
increasing and is rapidly bringing them to
a par with that of biotechnology companies in other regions; for instance, some
nations in the region are fully able to take
advantage of recent developments in such
cutting-edge areas as human genome mapping biology. Last, the market for biotechnology know-how and solutions is growing, thus spurring the development for
increased capacity to provide the needed
goods and services.
Chaturvedi and Srinivas state that the
biotechnology firms of the Asia-Pacific region are adopting many strategies in order
to prosper. For instance, many of them are
working closely with governments in order to develop biotechnology clusters to
facilitate knowledge and resource sharing.
Many firms are also continuing to enhance
their human resources in order to gain

Factoids
• According to Ernst & Young’s Beyond
Borders Global Biotechnology Report,
in 2005, the biotechnology industry of
the Asia-Pacific region had revenues of
$3.97 billion dollars—less than 10 percent of the global revenue figure ($85
billion dollars).
• In the same time period, the United
States led the pack with revenues of
around $68 billion dollars.
• Among Asian nations, Japan was
ahead in terms of both the number
of biotechnology firms (1,007) and the
size of the local market ($19.5 billion).
grow further by bringing foreign technological know-how and expertise to many
of the countries that lack the indigenous
or local capacity for biotechnology.
In Asia, add the authors, the most widespread application of biotechnology expertise lies in agriculture. However, medical
and industrial biotechnology are rapidly
becoming key sectors in countries such as
Singapore and China.

Ethics, bioscience and
biotechnology in a nutshell
from the Asian perspective

Such issues, as have been mentioned
above, bring the importance of ethics to
the fore as regards bioscience and biotechnology in Asia. The negative externalities

The article “Bioethics in a Wider and
Probably Original Sense,” by Shinryo
Shinagawa MD, offers a unique way of
looking at bioethics, yet one that is appropriate to the Asian context. Bioethics, says the author, is the systematic
study of human conduct in life science
and health care—encompassing medical
ethics and extending beyond it.
competitiveness in such white-hot fields
as medical biotechnology. Others are also
seeking to single out and develop niche areas or sectors and develop competitive advantages and capabilities in this fashion.
The biotechnology sector in the AsiaPacific region is, however, far from perfect. As recommended by Chaturvedi and
Srinivas, the sector is in need of policy
and strategy course corrections to help
bring countries onto a more equal footing
with one another and to ensure continued
growth and competitiveness. There is also
a need for bilateral and multilateral development initiatives to help biotechnology

stemming from the unbridled spread of
technology, if not kept in check, may very
well prove to be problematic for many nations in the region—both developed and
developing alike.
In recognition of the importance of the
ethical perspective as it pertains to science
and technology nowadays, UNESCO considers the ethics of science and technology
as one of its five priority areas. As revealed
and elaborated in the UNESCO publication
“Asia-Pacific Perspectives on Ethics of Science and Technology,” UNESCO’s program
in this area is geared at developing and
strengthening the ethical link between

scientific and technological advancements
and the cultural, philosophical, religious
and legal contexts in which these advancements take place. To this end, UNESCO
seeks to set the standards as regards
emerging ethical issues, help memberstates build their institutional and human
capabilities, and disseminate knowledge
and information.
The article “Bioethics in a Wider and
Probably Original Sense,” by Shinryo Shinagawa MD, offers a unique way of looking at bioethics, yet one that is appropriate to the Asian context. Bioethics, says
the author, is the systematic study of human conduct in life science and health
care—encompassing medical ethics and
extending beyond it. It is more exclusive
than medical ethics in four key respects.
These are that bioethics embraces issues
concerning plant and animal life, and not
just human health and life; it also covers
global, social and international issues like
population control; it covers value-related
problems faced by all health care professionals; and it also includes reproductive
and inter-generational issues like gene
therapy, in-vitro fertilization and the like.
Another view of bioethics as it pertains to the Asia-Pacific region is offered
by Peggy Fairbairn-Dunlop, Ph.D. She explains that the region has not kept pace
with the developments in research and
public debate on ethics issues and such
initiatives as the drafting of the Universal
Declaration on Bioethics to set standards
for ethics behaviors. There is thus an absence of mechanisms in the region for
implementing ethics, which makes the
nations in the region vulnerable to unethical practices by external agencies and
acts of biopiracy.
It is thus vital for nations in the region
to establish a form of bioethics committee
or ethics debate in order to critique technological and research initiatives that take
place, and to ensure as well that Asians are
informed and ready to debate and decide
what to do about said issues. The problem
is that the form these initiatives take is
nebulous, given that ethics in the region
is grounded in custom and such structures
as family communal systems, as well as
being reinforced by religious beliefs. However, universal ethical declarations feature
rights-based frameworks and are documented.
The author argues that the challenge
faced by the region is to craft an ethics discourse that incorporates aspects of both
these systems—one that is locally grounded in context yet Pacific in philosophy.
The endurance of customary ways is emphasized, but there is also an increasing
recognition of the importance of universal
rights and principles. The author recommends that an excellent first step would
be to establish a bioethics committee for
Asia that would undertake the role of raising awareness, coordination and advocacy,
in order to connect the region with global
ethics debates and other such bodies. A-P
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Satellites on
the Cheap:
The Wave
of the Future
By Reena Saxena

S

atellites have been a
key part of the communications, geolocation
and military infrastructure
of various nations the world
over for years.
But in the past, the prohibitive cost of
the satellites themselves as well as related
costs like maintenance has kept satellites
and services requiring them from being
more popular and being more widely used
than they might be.
In recent years, however, this has been
changing, and a slew of new products have
been revolutionizing the industry—powerful satellite systems that are smaller,
lighter, and cost far less than traditional
systems.
One upcoming system is to be the fruit
of a new program being undertaken by
the Japanese government in collaboration
with several companies including tech42 | A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT

nology firm NEC. As reported by the AFP,
the country and its partners are looking
to develop a new low-cost surveillance satellite and offer it to emerging countries
beginning in 2012, in order to boost these
countries’ ability to communicate, aid disaster relief during times of floods, assist
in tasks such as mapping or forest conservation, and so on.
The upcoming Japanese satellite system is said to cost 10 billion yen or 120
million dollars—only a fifth of the cost
of existing systems deployed by groups
from the United States and Europe—of
which the satellite itself is to cost only 5
billion yen.
According to the AFP, the Trade Ministry of Japan is aiming to offer this new
satellite system to emerging nations from
Asia and further afield. Further, it was
also reported that Japan was looking to
provide the satellite to Vietnam as part of
official development aid.
However, this Japanese group is not the
only one with an eye to assisting developing countries. The European consortium
EADS Astrium, Europe’s largest space
firm, has been offering low-cost satellites
to emerging economies.
EADS Astrium has a proven history of
offering low-cost satellite products and
services. One, an offering of the UK firm
Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL)
(now owned by EADS Astrium), is the Disaster Monitoring Constellation (DMC), an
inexpensive satellite system incorporating optical sensors and which is capable
of providing global imaging on a daily basis. The DMC saw action after the Asian

Factoids
• The global market for satellites has
been robust despite the recession. In
June 2010, the Satellite Industry Association (SIA) said in its 2010 State of
the Satellite Industry Report that from
2008 to 2009, the revenue of the world
satellite industry grew by 11 percent.
• Further, the report said that global
revenues for the satellite industry totaled $160.9 billion in 2009—an average annual industry growth rate of
11.7 percent from 2004 to 2009.
• Each of the four satellite industry
segments—satellite services, launch
industry, satellite manufacturing and
ground equipment—performed very
strongly during the period.
Tsunami and in the relief work in Darfur.
Another such product, also an SSTL offering, is a satellite design that is geared
to map the surface of the earth at exceedingly high resolution—approximately
60cm/pixel. SSTL is known for producing
low-cost space systems, and as reported by
BBC News last January 2009, this satellite,
known as ART (Accuracy, Reach, Timeless), incorporates components utilized in
other industries, such as the automobile
and computer industry, in order to help
drive costs down. The company says that
the ART can be built and launched for
only $70 million, a far cry from the $500

Continued on Page 46
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ratory (PRL), National Atmospheric Research
Laboratory (NARL), North Eastern-Space Applications Centre (NE-SAC) and Semi-Conductor Laboratory (SCL), and finally the Antrix
Corporation which was formed in 1992 as a
government-owned company for marketing
the space products and services.

Milestones of the
Indian Space Mission

Indian Space
Odyssey – Trials
and Successes
by Shamila Janakiraman

F

rom the launch of Aryabhata, the satellite to
the Chandrayan Moon,
India has come a very long
way in its space saga.
Aryabhata, the father of Indian astronomy, gave to the world knowledge about
heavenly motions, rotation of the Earth,
eclipses, the value of Pi, heliocentrism and
other mathematical results several centuries ago.
It is no wonder that India named her first
satellite, a lunar crater and a research institute for astronomy, astrophysics and atmospheric sciences and a bacteria discovered
by the Indian Space Research Organization
scientists after Aryabhata.
44 | A-P BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY REPORT

History of Indian
Space Research
A proof of India’s indigenous space capability, the Aryabhata was put in near Earth
orbit in 1975. This bolstered India’s efforts in
its moon mission resulting in ChandrayaanI. Although India has now made forays into
invading moon space with future plans for a
manned mission, the Indian Space Research
Organisation, or ISRO, did have humble beginnings.
The early 1960s witnessed the study of
the upper atmosphere and ionosphere over
Thumba near Thiruvananthapuram in the
southern state of Kerala using sounding
rockets. This ignited a spark in Dr. Vikram
Sarabhai who envisioned that space technology could aid in national development
catering to the wants of the population.
Dr Vikram Sarabhai, the father of the
Indian Space Program, had one vision: the
vision of a developing nation. Putting to rest
questions raised whether a young independent India needed a space program, he said
“To us, there is no ambiguity of purpose. We
do not have the fantasy of competing with
the economically advanced nations in the
exploration of the moon or the planets or
manned space-flight. But we are convinced
that if we are to play a meaningful role nationally and in the community of nations,
we must be second to none in the applica-

tion of advanced technologies to the real
problems of man and society.”
Thus was born the Indian Space Program
in St. Mary Magdalene Church. In the beginning, focus was given to achieving self
reliance and in developing the capability to
build and launch communication satellites
for television broadcast, telecommunications and meteorological applications besides making remote sensing satellites for
management of natural resources.
ISRO operationalized two major satellite systems, the Indian National Satellites
(INSAT) for communication services and
the Indian Remote Sensing (IRS) satellites
for management of natural resources. The
Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) is used
for launching the IRS type of satellites and
the Geostationary Satellite Launch Vehicles
(GSLV) are used for launching the INSAT
type of satellites.
In order to ensure the success of the
space program the Space Commission was
formed which makes policies and implements them for the development and application of space science and technology for
the socio-economic benefit of the country.
The space activities of the nation are undertaken by the Department of Space (DOS).
The programs see the light of day through
efforts made by the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO), Physical Research Labo-

Aryabhata was launched from a Russian
Cosmodrome in 1975. In 1980, India successfully launched a GSLV rocket into space
from its own rocket launch site entering
the echelons of a few privileged nations.
India put satellite Rohini 1 in orbit from
Sriharikota Island launch site on a Satellite
Launch Vehicle (SLV) rocket.
There was no looking back. Indian astronaut Squadron Leader Rakesh Sharma
went aboard the USSR space station Salyut
7 along with Russian cosmonauts. He spent
eight days in 1984 aboard the USSR’s space
station. Sharma’s experiments covered a
wide spectrum from studying multispectral photography of the northern region of
India in preparation for construction of hydroelectric power stations in the Himalayas
to studying the effects of zero gravity Yoga
exercises when done in space.
This was followed by more work on two
major areas – satellites for remote sensing
and for communications. Many satellites
were launched which enabled India to introduce several programs like Tele-medicine, Tele-education, adult education, and
vocational training programs.
After some ups and downs in launch
experiments, ISRO scientists successfully
launched a large Geosynchronous Satellite
Launch Vehicle (GSLV) rocket in 2001. India
now had the capability to place large communications and weather satellites in high
stationary orbits. This gave the country the
confidence to plan for using GSLV rockets
to send probes away from Earth to explore
far-off planets like Mercury, Venus and Mars.

At the Helm of the
Indian Space Odyssey

Vikram Ambalal Sarabhai launched the
Indian space program with a humble vision and mission, which fast tracked India’s
position as an Emerged Economy. Sarabhai
founded the Thumba Equatorial Rocket
Launching Station for the manufacture of
sounding rockets in India. He made plans
to transmit education to remote villages
across India with the Satellite Instructional
Television Experiment (SITE). The Vikram
Sarabhai Space Centre named after him in
Thiruvananthapuram stands as testimony
to his remarkable achievement in a country
that was grappling with post independence
issues.
His vision was taken forward by Dr.
Sathish Dhawan, a rocket scientist and an
aerospace engineer. Educated in India and
the United States, he introduced experimental fluid dynamics research in India.
He excelled in the field of turbulence and
boundary layers. He launched remote sensing and satellite communications programs
laying stress on rural education. Under his
guidance were developed the INSAT, IRS
and PSLV operational systems.
The success of the Rohini satellite was
due to the project director Dr. A P J Abdul
Kalam. An aeronautical engineer from Ma-

Factoids
• India’s indigenous space capability,
the Aryabhata, was put in near Earth
orbit in 1975.
• India’s first scientific mission to the
Moon was enabled by the launch of
Chandrayaan-1 in October 2008 from
Satish Dhawan Space Centre SHAR,
Sriharikota.
• ISRO operationalised two major satellite systems, the Indian National Satellites (INSAT) for communication services and Indian Remote Sensing (IRS)
satellites for management of natural
resources.

dras Institute of Technology, Dr. Kalam led
the team that developed India’s first indigenous Satellite Launch Vehicle (SLV-III)
which delivered the Rohini satellite in orbit
in 1980. He then moved on to developing
guided missiles for Defense Research and
Development Organisation, or DRDO, giving to India AGNI and PRITHVI missiles.
From space research, India soon entered
the league of nuclear weapon states by indigenous efforts.

Indian space programme
- Satcom Applications

Satellite Communications, or Satcom
technology, helps cover a large population
including those in remote regions of a country. The Indian space program leveraged
just that capability to reach its applications
far and wide. The INSAT system has given
a boost to India’s telecommunications, TV
broadcasting, DTH services, and business
communications and has enhanced rural
area connectivity.
Satellite linkage has been useful in Teleeducation, Tele-medicine and in developing village resource centres, in emergency
communications and in search and rescue
operations.
The INSAT system serves the needs of the
Department of Space, the Department of
Telecommunications, the India Meteorological Department, All India Radio and Doordarshan. This system is a large domestic
communication satellite system in the Asia
Pacific Region with eleven satellites in operation. These satellites carry several transponders in the C, Extended C and Ku-bands
and also meteorological instruments.
Meteorological data collected by the INSAT is used for weather forecasting and
is useful in warning against cyclones in
coastal areas. Village Resource Centres
(VRC) powered by information provided
by INSAT and IRS satellites throw light on
natural resources, land and water resources
besides enabling governing bodies to manage them.
Other important education initiatives
launched were the EDUSAT Program, the
Special Networks On-going Educational TV
Services, the Training and Developmental
Communications Channel (TDCC) and the
GRAMSAT Program.
Satellite communication technology, information technology and biomedical engineering and medical sciences synergise to
deliver health care services to remote and

under-served regions of the country which
is a tough road to take keeping in mind the
huge Indian population and the expanse of
its villages.
In 2001 ISRO’s Telemedicine pilot project
was launched which linked remote district
hospitals and health centres to super specialty hospitals in cities, through the INSAT satellites. Telemedicine facilities are now available in many states and union territories of
the country including Jammu & Kashmir,
Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Lakshadweep
Islands and the north eastern states as well
as reaching the interiors of all states.
Tele-Education is another tool leveraged
by our space pioneers to allow education
across the length and breadth of the country. For a large country with a multi-lingual,
multi-cultural and a fast growing population, providing education to all is no easy
task. EDUSAT, India’s educational satellite,
links rural and remote areas where education is imparted via television class rooms.
This makes up for the lack of large numbers
of trained teachers in primary education.
Now classes are conducted by most premier institutions via satellite linkage with
the faculty member closeted in a studio
room addressing students in contact centers spread across the country. Global classrooms are preferred means of education for
working professionals as it eliminates the
need to travel and does not disturb their
working schedule. Besides it reduces the
carbon footprint significantly.

Lunar Mission

India’s first scientific mission to the Moon
was enabled by the launch of Chandrayaan-1
in 2008 from Satish Dhawan Space Centre
SHAR, Sriharikota. This mission helped the
world realize that water was indeed present
on the Moon once upon a time.
Other specific objectives of the moon mission were high-resolution remote sensing of
the moon in visible, near infrared, low energy X-rays and high energy X-ray regions.
India aims to make a 3-D atlas of the near
and far sides of the Moon. Chemical and
mineralogical mapping of the entire moon
surface to find distribution of elements like
Magnesium, Silicon, Iron, Titanium and
high atomic number elements like Radon,
Uranium and Thorium has been attempted.
Most study results can be used to decipher
the evolutionary history of the Moon which
may throw light on Earth’s early days too.

Space Vision India 2020

The above achievements are mere milestones towards achieving even greater
heights. India aims to enhance its satellite
based communication and navigation systems especially in the fields of rural connectivity, security and mobile services. The
imaging capability of the satellites will be
leveraged for natural resource management, weather forecasts and climate change
studies. Other studies will include planetary
exploration, development of a heavy lift
launcher, reusable launch vehicles, Two
Stage To Orbit or TSTO missions and ultimately launching human space flights from
the Indian soil.
The success of the lunar mission has instigated ISRO to go after greater goals like
space tourism besides toying with ideas of
colonization of the Moon and Mars along
with Russia and the US. A-P
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setting global trends that other countries
adapt with minor tweaking to the tested
technology. Considering the role of technology devices in everyday life, some of the
interesting telecom and technology devices
that are redefining the consumer markets
of the Asia-Pacific are as follows:
The broadband spectrum density in Indonesia shows a growth rate of close to 45
percent in the past two years. The trend in
mobile telephony too is interesting. Come
2012, the largest subscriber groups will be
in China and India. The statistics for the
region’s target figures of 2.2 billion.
Capital expenditure by mobile network
major is likely to cross $90 billion, but is
also likely to suffer around 2 percent each
year. Despite the high profits, the Capex is
likely to dip below five dollars. The thrust
will be to garner the lush markets of India,
Bangladesh and Indonesia.
Mobile advertising is fast gaining real
estate space on every mobile screen. Considering the close to 80 million mobile users in the region, the reach of companies
going the mobile advertising way will be
tremendous. This is essentially possible
by strategic deployment of apps (software
programs running on your mobile) to ensure that the advertiser, of course, has the
reach. Since social media networks are
preloaded or embedded with commercial
activity as one uses the mobile to access
these accounts, it captures the transitory
percentage of users who need to be updated even on the move.
Google applications for business called
Business Listing can be sited as a prime example in this category. It is a powerful application that allows you to advertise your
firm or company as well as your location
so that a person looking for such services
will be able to walk into your clinic or photo printing outlet for a quick product purchase or service. Now renamed as Google
Places, it offers tremendous opportunities
for small and SOHO services for better customer lead generation as well as quantification of footfalls to its offices. A-P
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Telecom
Tech Trends
Redefining the
APAC Region
By Priyanka Sharma

T

echnology businesses
are fast emerging as
the defining factors in
global economies. Today
there is a significant shift
from the infrastructural
industries such as iron and
steel to the services industry based on the internet
platform.
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Online connectivity is now redefining almost all aspects of life. From education to
the consumer trends, the level of penetration of technology into society is influencing
all. Things like mobile banking and online
shopping are redefining major consumer
processes. There is a gradual migration to
the online and e-commerce models.
At the other end of the spectrum is the
education sector that today is increasingly
adapting to the online format especially
at the graduation and the post graduation
levels. This is again redefining the parameters of delivering premium education to
a greater number of people and at prices
that are affordable too. Almost all technology that has business applications surely
redefines the socioeconomic scenario of
the APAC region, considering the tremendous demand for electronic accessories
that are fast and loaded with services that
will improve the quality of life.
In fact, this region sets the technology
devices trend globally. The Pacific Asian
region has tremendous capability to use
as well as to innovate on technology devices as well as maintain high quality, thus

million or so that regular spacecraft cost.
Recently, EADS Astrium has also announced that it has created a partnership with Space Exploration Technologies
(SpaceX), another low-cost satellite maker,
to provide European institutional customers like space agencies with exceedingly
low-cost dedicated satellite launch services using the proven Falcon 1 rocket system. Such a service, which will take place
through 2015, can permit clients seeking to
launch very small payloads to launch them
independently to low-Earth orbit at the industry’s lowest cost per flight. A-P
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Business
Intelligence
Scenario in
Asia-Pacific
by Shamila Janakiraman

“

Knowledge itself is power,” said Francis Bacon
centuries ago.

Data which is disparate in nature can
be grouped according to certain criteria
giving rise to useful information. Insights
can be derived from this information and
used for various purposes resulting in
knowledge.
Knowledge about business conditions
that help arrive at better business decisions is called Business Intelligence (BI),
which is actually a decision support system.
BI is a computer-based technique used
for analyzing data like sales revenue from
the sales department; order procurement
and follow-up data from the marketing
department and data on an inventory
level, etc. Based on past and present data,
predictions for the future can be made
with BI software. This allows leverage
technologies, processes and applications
to analyze internal, structured data and
business processes.
Spectrum OSO Asia ensures effective
decision making for clients making available critical knowledge when they need
it. The company provides BI and competitor intelligence, gaming consultancy,
due diligence investigations and executive protection in Asia and China and to
other global clients operating from offices
in Hong Kong, Thailand, Japan, China,
Macau, and The Philippines. Its business
operations also extend to Europe and the
United States. There are many such players in the Asia-Pacific region.
The BI Software market in the Asia Pacific (excluding Japan) region is expected
to grow 20.5 percent in 2010 with predictability, pervasiveness and price as key
drivers, according to International Data
Corporation (IDC).
IDC is a global research firm providing
market intelligence and advisory services
for the IT, telecom and consumer tech
markets. IDC revealed that Australia, Korea and China took up 64.3 percent of the
region’s BI market and that India, Vietnam and China will experience very fast
growth.
The IDC stated that the banking sector
will benefit more from BI due to better
risk management, fraud management and
from faster fact based decision-making for
customer related issues.
The BI software market was served by
large vendors like Oracle and Microsoft as
well as specialized BI vendors like Qliktech and Microstrategy. Vendors are fighting for a big piece of the BI market pie in
the region by offering integrated BI plat-
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forms, incorporating BI functionalities in
transactional applications and by enhancing BI skillsets.
The growth of BI software market in
the Asia-Pacific area will depend on expanding data volumes, implementation of
compliance and regulatory reporting, and
requirement for predictive capabilities to
improve business performance either via
cost optimization or by detecting new opportunities.
The rapid growth in the region is fired
by knowledge of the BI business benefits,
the adoption of a performance management methodology and access to user
friendly interfaces and visualization technology. The availability of better software
products that give greater information access, search and collaboration capabilities
will further promote BI adoption.
The importance of BI was highlighted
by the economic crisis which proved that
more reliable and accurate information
was required for urgent decision making. The rise in demand for BI software
in 2009 drives home this point. Also, decision makers were confident of global
economic recovery and there was demand
for more visibility as companies and their

operations grew.
BI tools are application software that
can report, analyse and present data that
may be stored in a data warehouse. Some
BI tools are: OLAP (OnLine Analytical Processing), digital dashboards, data mining,
decision engineering, process mining,
business performance management and
local information systems.
Another channel, considered important
for acquiring new customers and building
brand awareness is Search. According to
experts, Search is also a BI tool as it gives
access to the Internet which serves as a
large research database. The implementation of tracking and the review of analytics data will give useful insights that will
aid in marketing planning.
According to Thailand-based Magic Software, BI enables Enterprise Performance
Management which helps decision makers answer the question about how well
the organization is performing.
The company provides software tech
support and services in business development and BI, and it strives to enhance productivity, manageability and competitiveness of clients keeping in mind the global
scenario. A-P
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Todd Sattersten
by victor fic

Todd Sattersten founded BizBookLab, a company that identifies, develops, and launches business
books around the world. He is the co-author of The 100 Best Business Books of All Time with Jack Covert
and served as president of business bookseller 800-CEO-. His most recent project is Everything I Know
About Business Books (So Far), a book that he continually updates with recommendations and observations about the genre (http://bit.ly/anKzkV).
Todd gave this exclusive interview to our special correspondent for economics and politics, Victor Fic, where he summarizes
huge amounts of information about learning from the hero in various business books.

Todd, how did you come to realize
that many business and strategy
books are repetitive?
I have read hundreds of business books
over the last several years and I notice the
same topics coming up over and over again.
It is no different than a musician noticing
most songs use the same three chords repeatedly. The pattern became very apparent
when we compiled the list for The 100 Best
Business Books of All Time.

titlement culture that was his biggest challenge. In The First 90 Days, new job guru
Michael Watkins describes the waves of
change that new managers must create. In
Crossing the Chasm, Geoffrey Moore shows
how products are adopted and what different constituents need to accept change.

What is your major
explanation for this?
We all fundamentally struggle with the
same problems whether as individuals,
work groups, or organizations. People have
described these using different words, but
they always point back to the same things.
What allows thousands of books to be written is that there is no solution that everyone
agrees on.

And we use our mouths more
than our ears, which you deem a
huge error, yes?
I use different human senses to make this
point. Imagine throwing a baseball in a dark
room. You would miss seeing the trajectory
or where it landed. Did it even come down
where we wanted it to? Our success depends
on feedback. Did we make the right choice?
Did the action have the intended effect? Are
things changing? Daniel Goleman’s Emotional Intelligence says that self-reflection is
a form of feedback and an essential piece of
emotional intelligence. Engineering professor Henry Petroski, author of To Engineer is
Human, says failure is a critical part of learning. And in it, Zig Ziglar says that listening is
the most important part of selling.

Share with our readers your
fascinating solution about
your area of study.
Ultimately, we found five persistent metathemes across our selection of the 100 best
business books. Each meta-theme appears
horizontally across traditional publishing
categories, bridging such divisions as sales,
management, narrative, and finance. Each
meta-theme also scales in a vertical sense,
applying to individuals, teams and organizations equally.
So profound are these meta-themes that
the five universal insights act as the foundation for a leader dealing with any aspect of
business, whether starting a new job or developing the next year’s corporate strategy.
The five big themes are Clarity of Purpose, Wisdom in Decision Making, Bias for
Action, Openness to Change, and Giving
and Getting Feedback.

Let’s amplify these for our readers. One recurring challenge you
identify is to wander aimlessly...
What does this mean?
Purpose provides direction and brings
clarity to all work. For the individual in pursuit of purpose, author Po Bronson asks the
ultimate question in his book, What Should
I Do with My Life? Organizations struggle
with the same kind of question when they
craft their mission statements and massage
their marketing slogans. We need to know
what our purpose in life is. Individually, this
means understanding our strengths and
pursuing endeavors that allow us to utilize
those natural abilities. In groups, it means
understanding the role of each member and
how it relates to others on the team. For the
organization that we work for or associate
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You cite the famous expert on
myths, Joseph Campbell, and say
the hero has a journey – can you
explain this further?
with, we need to clearly understand the direction they are headed in so we can best
apply our efforts and be certain they align
with our own sense of purpose.

How about circumstances and
information baffling us?
The process of making decisions is often
overtly deliberate or completely unconscious. In both cases, we base our decisions
on past experience and judge our successes
only on the outcomes. In Influence, Robert
Cialdini alerts us to how we use unconscious routine to make even the smallest
decision, while in The Power of Intuition,
Gary Klein provides a map to some of that
scripting and shows how we can improve
our gut instinct.

Then you insist that fear trips us
up...how so?

Tom Peters and Bob Waterman pointed
out in In Search of Excellence that a quality
[found in many] excellent companies was
“the bias for action.” This assertion that action trumps all, most importantly fear, appears in many great books, so what keeps us
from taking action? Author, David Allen, in
Getting Things Done would say that a person’s focus is misplaced on time and priority, rather than action. Authors Jeffery Pfeffer and Bob Sutton in The Knowing Doing
Gap would say organizations suffer from a
gap between knowing and doing.

When given the chance to change,
we freeze up...correct?
Understanding change is essential because change affects individuals and organizations constantly. Sales is about change
and so is marketing and corporate strategy.
Lou Gerstner says it was changing IBM’s en-

Joseph Campbell was an anthropologist
who studied hundreds of cultures and the
stories that they told. Every one has some
version of the hero’s journey. And when
you connect the five themes together that
I summarize above, then you see the same
arc that Campbell did. Clarity of purpose
provides wisdom in decision making, which
informs action, which creates change, while
feedback informs us and the process starts
again.

You group together three famous
figures from history that no else
ever matched up: Hercules, Luke
Skywalker and Jack Welch. What
is the common element there?
They are all heroes and they all went
through the same phases of the journey so
are examples that show the arc in a real or
fictional life. In the movie Star Wars, Luke
rebuffs Old Ben to engage in the quest until his aunt and uncle die at the hands of

Any business fable you have read such as
The Goal by Goldratt, Five Dysfunctions
of a Team by Lencioni, or Who Moved My
Cheese by Johnson is based around the
hero’s journey concept. We are often exposed to it, but we don’t even realize it.
the so called Empire. Luke finds clarity of
purpose. As for Greek myth, Hera sends a
crab to distract Hercules while he is battling
the Hydra during his epic Labors. Hercules
triumphs from his dogged bias for action.
Welch made his famous declaration that every business will be ranked as number or
two in their respective markets and vowed
to fix, close, or sell any that didn’t comply.
His threat creates a clear sense for the sorts
of decisions that he is going to make and
the kinds of decisions that his managers
should be making.
Any business fable you have read such
as The Goal by Goldratt, Five Dysfunctions
of a Team by Lencioni, or Who Moved My
Cheese by Johnson is based around the hero’s journey concept. We are often exposed
to it, but we don’t even realize it.

You blame even major companies
for not learning these lessons...
cite specific examples.
How many employees can state in 10
words or less what the purpose of their firm
is? This is a commonly used question and
the power of it seems lost on executives.
Look how often meetings are confused with
both decision making and action.
Examine statistics of how often corporate
efforts at change fail. Ask your cohorts the

last time that they got meaningful feedback
from their manager.

But Todd, if the giants struggle
with these phobias, does that not
indicate that liberation is very
hard, if not impossible?
The five themes are very important because they remind us to focus on the big
things and then much of the rest will work
itself out.

If readers want to learn more, can
you link your key points to books
or deeper analysis?
We wrote a piece for Harvard Business
Review in 2009 called Learning From Heroes (http://hbr.org/2009/03/learning-fromheroes/ar/1).
I would also encourage your readers to
review what books they have been reading lately and see how these fit into the
five themes. When we examine the books
in The 100 Best, 93 of the 100 titles fit into
one or more than one of the five themes.
Chances are you are often reading in one of
these areas already, but my reflections here
make the insights more explicit and provide
a wider context for understanding based on
the heroic ideal. A-P
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Beyond Britannica
by Michael Paik
Managing Editor

T

his past Christmas, I gave
my children a
complete bound set
of the Encyclopedia
Britannica, thinking
that this would be
a wonderful way to
spur their education
and satisfy their
curious minds.
The feedback I got from my eldest, in high school, was that first,
this didn’t “count” as a gift, since it was an educational item, and
second, that it was doubtful that the information was “current,”
since in his mind, anything in hard copy was dated before the ink
dried. From his middle-school younger sister, the feedback was marginally more positive, as apparently she appreciated the “graphics”
and “format,” as “old school cool” but still, helpful.
Growing up in Seoul, there were very few households with reference materials like these, and we often had to make a special trip
to peruse the library editions. Sometimes, one had to wait at the
library for the right volume to be available, unless one went early,
as soon as it opened. I came to appreciate the Britannica, and its
less authoritative cousin, the World Book Encyclopedia, as depositories of information, comprised of the world’s knowledge, from
my perspective, and books in general as highways to an improved
understanding of how the world came to be, and where it was going. In short, books were, to me, paths to an improved understanding of whatever my juvenile mind was curious about, ranging from
science to sex to syllogisms.
This view of books hasn’t changed for me, but apparently, there’s
a growing generation gap in how learning is approached, at least in
my household. Obviously, the digital era, the web and user-created
content such as Wikipedia have come to occupy a more central position in today’s world, and this month’s column is about a few
of those resources and their platforms, from the perspective of an
educator and parent, as well as a heavy user.
I will scan past the usual suspects (i.e. Wikipedia) to some favorites that I’ve used in teaching college, graduate and professional
students here in Korea. First, there’s iTunes U. While most people
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are aware of Apple’s music, television and movie offerings on this
platform, there’s less awareness of what I consider to be its prime
utility for students, particularly for those without other access to
lectures and other content from some of the greatest universities
and colleges in the world. iTunes U is potentially the world’s greatest continuing education program, and it’s free! One can download
lectures, discussions, language lessons, audio books, podcasts, and
other opportunities for enlightenment from top universities, museums, and other cultural institutions around the world. While an
Apple iPod helps to make the material more easily portable, it’s
actually unnecessary if you’re willing to sit with your laptop or at a
computer terminal. This means that for nearly everyone, there’s a
way to access these materials, and my belief is that ultimately, these
materials will serve as a means of uplifting the general quality of
instruction, particularly in English, available to those students in
countries like Korea, where quality has suffered in a drive to raise
the lowest common denominator.
Right now, I’m going through a series of lectures on cleantech,
global warming and green growth, via iTunes, from providers such
as Yale, Harvard, MIT, the London School of Economics and the University of California at Davis, for free, at my leisure, usually via my
laptop but also sometimes via my iPhone or iPod. Check this out,
at: www.apple.com/itunes/how-to/.
This platform also includes hundreds of thousands of podcasts.
Podcasts are much like a radio or TV show, and they offer video or
audio series about anything and everything. Podcasts are created
by independent creators, as well as big names such as HBO, NPR,
ESPN, The Onion, CBS Sports, and The New York Times. Podcasts
download to your iTunes library automatically, and you can listen
to them on your computer, iPod, iPhone, iPad, or Apple TV. And
best of all, they’re free, as well!
For English-language students, this is a virtual cornucopia (see
also: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornucopia) of free lessons in everyday,
professional, academic and colloquial English in accents ranging
from Welsh to Southern Californian. Of course, there are materials
available in other languages such as German or French, as well, but
for my students, the English-language content has been the most
useful.
Lest it be said that I’m simply plugging Apple, I should point out
alternatives here, such at YouTube EDU (see: www.youtube.com/
education), which has much of the same content available on that
platform. I’m less of a fan, though, since the interface is (to me)
less elegant. What’s great about YouTube, though, is something I
learned from my daughter: YouTube ‘how to” user-created content,
which covers everything from how to salsa or waltz to how to survive a venomous snakebite.
What’s disturbing about this is that she introduced this to me
by sharing a video on “how to field dress a deer.” It scares me to
think what’s going on in her mind, at times... A-P

